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By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The SIU Board of Trustees are in favor of renovating McAndrew Stadium. I got no one knows where the money is going to come from. Chairman Ivan A. Elliott Jr., said when he addressed the student Senate.

"I and the board are for something better," Elliott said. "But we're going to do it with the money we have. I don't know what.

Elliott spoke to the senate and the more than 25 people in attendance Wednesday night after about an hour delay because of his late arrival with Student Body President, Mike Carr and the heated discussion surrounding the Miss Southern controversy.

It was the first time in the history of the SIU Student Senate that a board member was ever invited to speak. Elliott said.

Diane Balsch, commuter senator, asked Elliott what the board's position was concerning the renovation of the football stadium, saying that bids are about $50,000.00 in excess of original estimates.

Elliott said T. Richard Magee, vice president for development and services, is working on the matter.

"I don't know where we'll find extra monies," Elliott said. "I have 90 days to accept or reject the bids.

Randy Donath, senator from Thompson Point, said he thought a good team will come to SIU if they have good coaches, and players, not a renovated stadium.

Elliott replied by saying, "Good facilities do improve attendance. But for having the whole educational system go down the drain too, just because we throw it money! It only pays for a few Saturdays in the winter," he said.

The tuition increase proposal was also brought up to Elliott for his opinion of the board's viewpoint.

In response to a question posed by Gary Ferguson, senator from west dorm, about tuition, Elliott said it had been discussed and sent to committee for review.

A committee has been appointed to see what is reasonable and to what extent education should be free," he said.

Elliott emphasized that the board would like to work more closely with student government, especially since a student trustee soon will be on the board. The Student Trustee Referendum is scheduled for Wednesday and Thursday.

"I want attention to what happens in student, and we appreciate your assistance," Elliott said. He plans on attending future senate meetings, but he said he cannot promise attending all of them.

"I'm in love with this university's people, its students, its faculty—the whole university itself," Elliott said.

---

Derge gets letter

Student Senate favors lower tuition

By Diane Mizialko
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

What this University needs is lower tuition... That is the position of Student Government, as expressed in a letter sent this week from Student Government President Mike Carr to SIU President David R. Derge.

Derge is collecting campus opinion on tuition policy against the background of a current Illinois Board of Higher Education re-evaluation of its stand on public college and university tuition.

Student government's position is that a tuition decrease will attract many more students and, therefore, generate more revenue, while a tuition increase "will only hinder the academic and physical growth of the University.

Joel Blake, executive assistant to Carr, said a tuition increase would cause enrollment to drop. With fewer students attending, Blake said, SIU would have less money to finance quality academic programs.

The revenue gained by raising tuition would not offset the effects of a drop in enrollment, Blake said, because "there would be an over-all dollar loss.

One of SIU's competitive advantages in recruiting students is relatively low tuition, Blake noted. If that advantage is lost, he continued, SIU will lose students to "mime subscriptions" universities, he said.

If a student must pay higher tuition, Blake said he believes a student would prefer to get more prestige for the price.

"The supply and demand situation would attract more students to SIU if tuition is lowered, Blake said. An increase in student numbers would compensate the per-capita loss in tuition revenue, he said.

Blake said administrators must realize that "we don't have a full university, so we're not in a position to raise tuition.

The student government letter also mentions the "economic injustices" forced upon many students of Illinois public institutions. Middle class students, Blake explained, have been forced to meet rising tuition costs with little or no state aid because of their parents' economic classification.

Within a few days, student government will ask Derge to form a faculty-student task force to study spending at SIU in an attempt to locate areas of waste and overspending, Blake said.

"We haven't had time to come up with dollars-and-cents recommendations," Blake said, but the task force idea, if accepted, could be implemented by Dec. 1.

Seven senators' behavior 'disgusting,' Carr says

By Deby Ratermann
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Student Body President Mike Carr said Thursday he was "disgusted" by the behavior of seven senators who walked out of the Student Senate meeting Wednesday night after a bill condemning the Miss Southern contest as "sexist" was tabled in a tie-breaking vote by Chairman Jim Kania.

"This makes the third straight week the Senate hasn't done anything worthwhile," Carr said. "If they don't want to work, we'll just have to run Student Government from up here, in our offices.

"The trivial things get discussed," Carr said. "This isn't just that little gig, like alcohol on campus, or funding of fourth priority groups. The senators should represent the students, not their own special interests.

Kania said, "I try to be fair and make things run as smoothly as possible." The controversy arose when Kania announced he would break the 9 to 9 deadlock over tabling the Miss Southern bill, just as Senator Ken Garrison tried to change his vote.

"I did not hear Garrison ask to change his vote," Kania said. "There was a great deal of commotion in one corner, but no one asked to be recognized.

Kania said Thursday he cast his tie-breaking vote to table the bill because, "I do not think the Miss Southern contest is any more sexist than the football team, for example. I see nothing wrong with the contest.

Kania said he doesn't think "farcicalism has been beaten. The senators are divided, and the groups can't get along with each other.

"The high enough regard for the students on this campus," Kania said. "Students have the power to do anything, but most of the time they choose to fiddle-faddle with unimportant issues.

Kania said several important bills were not brought up at the meeting because it ended abruptly when the seven left, leaving too few senators for a quorum.

"We need a special session to deal with these bills, but at this time I have a far more pressing problem," Kania said.
Parent's Day expected to draw flocks of adults

By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Parents are expected to flock to Carbondale this weekend to take part in the annual Parents' Day festivities scheduled for Saturday and Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bryant of Chicago were chosen in a random drawing last week as Parents of the Day out of 300 applicants. They were entered in the drawing by their daughter, Mary, a freshman residing at Thompson Point.

In addition to taking part in regular activities, the Bryants will be the University's guests at the Holiday Inn, etched around campus Saturday, feted at a special Parent's Day banquet Saturday evening and honored at halftime of the SIU-Tampa football game Saturday night. A vast array of activities is in store for parents of students who participate in the Parents Day program.

Festivities well begin at 9 a.m. Saturday with the registration of guests in the Student Center Ballrooms Lounge.

Other activities scheduled for Saturday are: 8 a.m. — noon, floor hockey games in Pullman Hall Gym.

Mini-classes in geography and in English culture and customs will be offered from 10 a.m. until noon and from 1-3 p.m. These sessions will give parents an opportunity for a better understanding of the campus-classroom atmosphere. Registration will take place in the Ballroom Lounge in the Student Center.

10 a.m. — noon, film presentation: "Maple Sugar Farmer" with showings every half hour in the Ohio Room of the Student Center.

10 a.m. — 12:15 p.m., tour trains of campus: boarding will be in front of the Student Center.

10 a.m. — 4 p.m., open house at WDBB.

Parent's Day expected to draw flocks of adults

By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The most extensive canvass operation ever involved in an all-campus election will be utilized by the Student Trieste Referendum Oct. 24 and 25.

Murray Mann, motivation coordinator of the referendum, said leaflets, posters, door-to-door canvassing and canvassing by phone will be used in order to reach each of SIU's more than 18,000 students.

"We've had fantastic cooperation from on- and off-campus housing units and from Student Life," Mann said. The area being canvassed is 63 blocks.

Most of the 129 on-campus canvassers are floor officers assigned one floor of each dorm. Mann said, "He is responsible for seeing that every person is canvassed and should be able to inform every person on his floor of an event in short notice."

The purposes of the canvass, Mann said are:
- if students have not heard about the referendum, they will hear about it.
- because of limited funds for advertising, the commuters will let the workers know what kind of advertising is needed: whether they need more time on the benefits of the referendum, more on the dorms, or something else to stimulate buzz.
- and according to public affairs research, a canvas of this type helps to turn out the vote with a personal contact with each individual student.

Mann said hopefully through canvassing, the voter turnout should increase by at least five to 10 percent.

"I anticipate a vote turnout of at least 2,500 students in the on-campus living areas alone," Mann said. Less than 4,000 students live on-campus and about 3,250 students voted in last spring's Student government elections. The referendum at SIU was in 1971 for the Student Senate's proposal which turned out about 2,000 votes, he added.

The whole public relations campaign

The four options available to students on the referendum are:
- 1. The Student Body President appoints the trustee with ratification by the Student Senate and the Graduate Student Council (GSC).
- 2. A joint Student Government-GSC committee would develop a list of candidates for referendum by the student body in a general election.
- 3. A joint committee would develop a list of candidates with the Student Senate and GSC to vote from that list.
- 4. General student body election.

Seven senators' behavior 'disgusts,' Carr says

By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

It was no plan all pubs would close. It would be impossible to get a quorum. Kania said, "It's hard enough to get Senators to the House." The only action taken at the meeting was the passage of a motion to reappoint the Interfaith Council for a free Thanksgiving dinner for students. Several bills were tabled in addition to the Miss Southern question.

Carr addressed the Senate Wednesday to ask for guidelines in finding funds for new athletic facilities. He introduced a $1,000 allocation passed by the Senate last week for the Student Life Club but gave them $500 out of his emergency fund.

"I'm going to the Senate to set specific guidelines, and until then I do guess I'll just ask the candidates what they would spend on emergency allocations," Carr said. "It's just another example of the Senate's failure to deal with the real issues."

Steve Stevenson predicts winter without heat for thousands

By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — Tens of thousands of American homes will be without adequate heat this winter because of the seriousness of the energy crisis, Sen. Adlai Stevenson, D-Ill., said Thursday.

In a news conference, Stevenson said the situation would be worsened by expected cutbacks in petroleum imports from the war-ravaged Middle East.

Stevenson apparently prepared his statement before Arab nations, announced oil production cutbacks of five percent per month until Israel withdraws from occupied Arab lands. The Arab nations supply about six percent of this country's oil.

The weather:

Mostly sunny, warmer

Friday - Mostly sunny and warmer with high temperature in the upper 70s to lower 80s. Probability for precipitation less than 10 percent. Winds will be southerly at 8 to 14 mph and a relative humidity of 45 percent.

Friday night and Saturday will be mild, with low to middle 40s. Chances for precipitation will diminish by tonight.

Saturday - Sunday will be sunny and warmer with high temperature in the upper 70s to lower 80s.

Sunday night's high will be in the upper 50s, low around 45 to 70.

Information supplied by SIU Geology Dept.
Night flight

Israel and Egyptian forces locked in Sinaï tank battle

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israel and Egyptian tanks battled fiercely Thursday in the biggest tank battle of the Mideast war. Israel said it drove a wedge into Egyptian forces all the way to the eastern bank of the Suez Canal, and the Cairo command said it had surrounded its foes at several points.

Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin held "three long meetings" in Cairo with President Anwar Sadat of Egypt, the official Middle East News Agency of Cairo said Thursday. The dispatch did not say why Kosygin was in Cairo. Britain's foreign secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, said earlier in London he believed Kosygin was there "on a mission of peace."

Fighting on the Sinaï front raged on land and sea and in the air Thursday, a day after Israeli Chief of Staff David Elazar said the Israeli concentration had been loosened in the face of the war. Neither side said how many tanks were involved. The Egyptian command said its forces had "encircled the enemy and served an ultimatum on him to surrender or face destruction."

A later communiqué late Thursday night said: "Our forces are everting penetrating enemy forces which have been encircled in scattered locations."

The Cairo command claimed the Sinaï fighting was "the most medicable since the war began." Oct. 6.

An Israeli military spokesman said that in addition to splitting the Egyptian army on the eastern bank of the canal, Israeli tanks were flanked on roads across the canal in daylight to help an Israeli tank force.

The relief armor sent to the tank force squeezed through the wedge, which extended north from the Great Bitter Lake, the spokesman said.

An Egyptian general said Wednesday night that the Israeli tank force on the west bank of the canal had been destroyed.

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan of Israel, according to a pooled news report, said in an interview in the Sinai that the "critical" battle there would not begin for a few days.

A military spokesman with Dayan said Israeli forces destroyed 360 Egyptian tanks in the last two days, and that Dayan has not made any specific claims of total Israeli armor losses in the tank battle. U.S. intelligence has considered destruction claims by both sides to be at least doubtless.

Israel Gen. Uzi Narkis, speaking for the army in Tel Aviv, said in Egyptian warplanes, were shot down Thursday — five by the Medicine, six Egyptian helicopters, some carrying troops, also were blasted out of the sky.

The Israeli command said its ships shelled Egyptian targets at Port Said, on the canal's northern end, and at Rashid, on the Gulf of Suez at the southern end.

Cairo communiqué said its "air defenses repelled enemy planes that tried to attack a number of our advanced airfields on the front."

The communiqué said 15 Israeli planes, including three helicopters, were shot down.

The Egyptians said the toughest battle was around the Bitter Lakes near the middle of the 106-mile-long canal that had served as a cease-fire line since Israel seized the Sinaï Peninsula in 1967.

"Failure means we will come to a head soon," said Maj. Gen. Ima'in Hering, former Israeli military intelligence chief and now the state radio's top commentator.

The Israeli command claimed its forces were about three to six miles east of the canal but the Egyptians did not point out that they advanced since they stormed across the waterway when the war was erupted Oct. 6.

The jagged battle lines around Egyptian beachheads on the eastern bank have been reported to range from 2½ to 10 miles inside the Sinai Desert. Israeli spokesman told newsmen Thursday night that their forces had the upper hand in fighting on both sides of the canal, suggesting that, according to Israel, Egypt's hold on the eastern bank had been loosened in places.

U.S. officials said in Washington that the United States and the Soviet Union have progressed in their contacts aimed at a settlement but have not yet agreed on a public peace proposal.

Talk of their efforts was fuelled by unconfirmed reports in several world capitals that Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin was heading a Russian mission in Cairo. The British foreign secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, said in London that he believes Kosygin is in the Egyptian capital on "a mission of peace."

Sen. Jacob K. Javits, D.N.Y., told newsmen in New York that a cease-fire would come "in a period of time num bered in days rather than weeks or months. He reported no specific developments to substantiate his prediction.

U.S. seeking Soviet help for Mideast peace

WASHINGTON (AP)—The United States kept up an "diplomatic initiative" seeking help from the Soviet Union to end the Mideast fighting, but officials said a breakthrough was not imminent.

"I can't with any confidence tell you that we're in a position where we see the outcome at this time," said Robert J. McCloskey, the State Department spokesman in reporting continued discussions Thursday between Secretary Henry A. Kissinger and Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin.

U.S. officials said Washington and Moscow have not narrowed their differences, but they do have "substantially due to the different solutions they see in the way of the war. Neither side made how many tanks were involved. The Egyptian command said its forces had "encircled the enemy and served an ultimatum on him to surrender or face destruction."

A later communiqué late Thursday night said: "Our forces are everting penetrating enemy forces which have been encircled in scattered locations."

The Cairo command claimed the Sinaï fighting was "the most medicable since the war began." Oct. 6.

An Israeli military spokesman said that in addition to splitting the Egyptian army on the eastern bank of the canal, Israeli tanks were flanked on roads across the canal in daylight to help an Israeli tank force.

The relief armor sent to the tank force squeezed through the wedge, which extended north from the Great Bitter Lake, the spokesman said.

An Egyptian general said Wednesday night that the Israeli tank force on the west bank of the canal had been destroyed.

Defense Minister Moshe Dayan of Israel, according to a pooled news report, said in an interview in the Sinai that the "critical" battle there would not begin for a few days.

A military spokesman with Dayan said Israeli forces destroyed 360 Egyptian tanks in the last two days, and that Dayan has not made any specific claims of total Israeli armor losses in the tank battle. U.S. intelligence has considered destruction claims by both sides to be at least doubtless.

Israel Gen. Uzi Narkis, speaking for the army in Tel Aviv, said in Egyptian warplanes, were shot down Thursday — five by the Medicine, six Egyptian helicopters, some carrying troops, also were blasted out of the sky.

The Israeli command said its ships shelled Egyptian targets at Port Said, on the canal's northern end, and at Rashid, on the Gulf of Suez at the southern end.

Cairo communiqué said its "air defenses repelled enemy planes that tried to attack a number of our advanced airfields on the front."

The communiqué said 15 Israeli planes, including three helicopters, were shot down.

The Egyptians said the toughest battle was around the Bitter Lakes near the middle of the 106-mile-long canal that had served as a cease-fire line since Israel seized the Sinaï Peninsula in 1967.

"Failure means we will come to a head soon," said Maj. Gen. Ima'in Hering, former Israeli military intelligence chief and now the state radio's top commentator.

The Israeli command claimed its forces were about three to six miles east of the canal but the Egyptians did not point out that they advanced since they stormed across the waterway when the war was erupted Oct. 6.

The jagged battle lines around Egyptian beachheads on the eastern bank have been reported to range from 2½ to 10 miles inside the Sinai Desert. Israeli spokesman told newsmen Thursday night that their forces had the upper hand in fighting on both sides of the canal, suggesting that, according to Israel, Egypt's hold on the eastern bank had been loosened in places.

U.S. officials said in Washington that the United States and the Soviet Union have progressed in their contacts aimed at a settlement but have not yet agreed on a public peace proposal.

Talk of their efforts was fuelled by unconfirmed reports in several world capitals that Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin was heading a Russian mission in Cairo. The British foreign secretary, Sir Alec Douglas-Home, said in London that he believes Kosygin is in the Egyptian capital on "a mission of peace."

Sen. Jacob K. Javits, D.N.Y., told newsmen in New York that a cease-fire would come "in a period of time num bered in days rather than weeks or months. He reported no specific developments to substantiate his prediction.

Foreign expert decoies victory in Middle East

By Chester Laugan Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

John G. Stossinger, noted foreign affairs expert and professor of political science at Hunter College, addressed a variety of world problems at the United Nations week-long Convocation program Thursday night, but he concentrated on peace efforts in the Middle East. For Stossinger and the Middle East conflict,

"Negotiated peace is the only answer" in the Middle East, he told a politely attentive audience of less than 60 persons, mostly adult in Davis Auditorium.

He said, "A victorious peace is not a lasting one."

He said that's why the 1967 conflict did not solve anything. He said of the current battle, "I do believe in the end it will solve absolutely nothing."

He he deeply supported the United Nations but said, "The Security Council is unable to act." He gave the reasons for the inaction.

First, all five members of the council offer different interests and no two of them have the same interest in mind. Second, neither the Israelis nor the Arabs will go to the council for help unless they start loosing.

Stossinger pointed out that the Soviets do not want to lose in Israel either. They feel that even if Israel were destroyed, he said, "The Arabs wouldn't need the Soviets."

The speaker was forced into foreign relations almost from the beginning. He fled from Nazi Austria to the United States in 1938. During the war he, Stossinger said, was working with the big powers, the nations that had the most influence. He worked on the Middle East and Pakistan, said the World would be much richer without it.

"The U.N. has become a bankruptcy receiver," he said. When nations fail, they turn to the United Nations for the money. The United Nations is the U.N. for the problem, he added.

The answer, he concluded, is to discuss the problem before it breaks out into a conflict.
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Letters

Students must have a responsible representative

To the Daily Egyptian:

Following the campus disturbances of May, 1970, Lieutenant Governor Paul Simon's Committee on SIU Inter-Greek and Inter-Fraternity Relations was established. Among Students, Faculty, Administration, and the Board of Trustees stated that "there is no easily available means across any of the 'divides' of Trustees." They recommended to the Board "...to make available the method(s) by which members of the University can address the Board." The Board adopted this recommendation in August. It has attempted in the three years since the report was released to follow this recommendation and are now being required to do so by the Illinois State Board of Trustees. In this process, much of the importance and ramifications that a student representative to the Board will have on the student body.

On October 24 & 25, a referendum will be held. Students are much classified according to which method by which a very important student representative will be chosen. The influence and for which the Board's decision will have on the Board will be greatly determined by the amount of student interest shown in this referendum.

In these three Board has no true leadership emerge from the student body. Our student leaders are elected through expensive party campaign. Their candidates' only qualifications are such things as the amount of money they can contribute to the party campaign of friends and social contacts they have, and their affiliation with special interest groups. No consideration is given to their knowledge of campus governance. Few student body presidents at SIU have been involved in student governance prior to their election.

This is the major problem with the fourth option on the referendum—a general campus election. These student trustee positions' effectiveness will be diluted by politicking during election-time. This reservation is also applicable to optimal two—a selection committee submitting a slate of candidates for a general election.

Option one calls for our representative to be appointed by the student body president which would place a great deal of power in the student body president's office. The student trustee position would then become a standard plank in a presidential campaign. This trustee position is vital to the student body president which would not necessarily make him ‘qualified’ to sit on the Board.

Option three offers a viable alternative where a committee of student body president and by Graduate Council for a final vote. This would create a balanced and fair selection process where candidates can be screened for their competence and eligibility. Political parties which have plagued student government for as long as can be eliminated and effective representation for students can finally be realised.

Sue Wilmouch
Senior, Psychology

Agnew's plea explained

To the Daily Egyptian:

I can't for the life of me, after reading the Daily Egyptian, October 11, 1972, understand why people can't accept the decision of the former Vice President of the United States. The decision of this probe against Mr. Agnew, I have read carefully all of the published material available to me. As a convicted felon, I know why he had to enter a plea of, "nolo contendere." This plea means today, I faced, the same dilemma that Spiro Agnew faced, and at that time: I just didn't know what to do. Agnew was a political party losing it's power, I also entered a "nolo contendere" for the simple reason that I didn't want to end up with life in prison. So, to placate a state's money, I took advantage of the offer to me. I had stood before my ethics committee and I considered it an offer to give 10 years in prison prior to this "minor incident" I would undoubtedly have had the book thrown at me.

I would venture to say that 27 percent of the men in this State accepted an offer of a deal rather than risk the auction of their life and their right to be free to stand trial. The tax-payers in the State of Illinois have to appropriate billions of dollars, and work hard for 64-day to 360-day to pay jail enough jail to hold us.

I have been told that the lowest caste human available, to the highest office this country has to offer. We as a society use any means to stay out. So, knowing and recognizing the depth of his own guilt, Spiro Agnew did more than he and I would have done aware of the same circumstances—he copped a plea for a lesser sentence.

Gene Lewis
Sports Editor
Menard Time, November 7, 1972

Editorial

Battle of the beauty contest

As homecoming approaches, it is once again time for the battle of the beauty contest. Each year at this time the Inter-Greek Council sponsors a homecoming beauty pageant (this year titled the Miss Southern Contest) while another team sets out abolish this activity on the grounds that it is sexist.

This year the anti-contest captain is Ken Kegley, president of SIU’s Gay Liberation Movement. Kegley not only claims the contest is sexist, but to prove it, he plans to enter.

Of course Kegley is right when he says the contest is sexist. What else would you call it when a group of women are placed on a pedestal and judged like cattle? However, Kegley seems to overlook the fact that the contestants in the Miss Southern Contest are volunteers. No one is forcing them on that pedestal. Kegley is also right when he says the contest is unfair. No one should be granted a year's tuition waiver on the basis of beauty. However, if this is to be the case, the contest should be open to the entire student body. Not just to single, full-time, female students with a grade point average of 3.0 or better.

Therefore Kegley plans to enter the contest and prove how unfair the Inter-Greek Council is when his application is refused. But what if the council decided to let Kegley enter the contest? Where would that put him?

Probably in the doghouse. For he would then be obligated to participate in an activity which he claims is unfair and sexist. And that would make him a hypocrite. For although Kegley's intentions are good, his methods would not be taken seriously and he would only succeed in succeeding himself to a great degree of ridicule.

His efforts would be much better directed in organizing a petition to abolish the Miss Southern contest, or at least try to attract some kind of a serious student following.

Bob Osgood
Student Writer

Letter

Agnew tried and convicted before case came to court

To the Daily Egyptian:

Mr. Agnew has some excellent points in his address on Monday night. His civil rights as an American citizen have been violated. He was tried and convicted before his case ever got to court. He was judged and convicted by people who are ready and willing to judge anything in a case unless it is called for jury duty, then its too much trouble and bother.

Our country is great in its freedoms. Unlimited freedom of the press has been one of the most important. However, some of the press seems to think they should have the freedom to step on other peoples rights, as they have Mr. Agnew. I think freedom of the press, and lack of governmental pressures on the press is important, but also the press has a responsibility to print according to a set of ethics. It seems that some of the press only cares about getting new viewers and readers regardless of what they have to print or say.

Our country is great in its freedoms. Unlimited freedom of the press has been one of the most important. However, some of the press seems to think they should have the freedom to step on other peoples rights, as they have Mr. Agnew. I think freedom of the press, and lack of governmental pressures on the press is important, but also the press has a responsibility to print according to a set of ethics. It seems that some of the press only cares about getting new viewers and readers regardless of what they have to print or say.

One of Mr. Agnews points was how everyone says the word of the "prose'ulc" Congressman as the "bogeyman truth. These people were "getting off the hook" by incriminating against Mr. Agnew. I think that someone who had made such a deal would be inclined to say what the prosecutor wanted him to be. This is fair and civil justice in a court proceeding. If you doubt that this "bogeyman" idea is true, you should have watched the commentary made by two announcers on one of the national networks. They talked about the justice departments uncontrolled and untried evidence against Mr. Agnew, which was the testimony of these men who were getting lightened punishment, as showing Agnew as guilty of the other charges, in effect saying Mr. Agnew was a liar and these men as angels telling the "gospel."

Another thing about this network's "post-speech" show was that they showed the U.S. District Attorney for Northern Illinois, who as they admitted had no relation to the case, give his opinion as to how crooked he thought Agnew was. Well what I don't understand is why is this man put on national television when he had no more relationship to the case than say the Jackson County attorney would.

Everyone says today youth will bring about great change in our country, will I hope it is for the better. I have heard some young people putting Mr. Agnew down and condemning him before they knew all the facts and truth. It seems that because Mr. Agnew has said some things in the past that some people didn't agree with, everybody "wants his blood." I don't say that I condone or support everything Mr. Agnew has said or did, because I don't. But I say lets keep an open mind and think things out logically to give Mr. Agnew the rights he deserves, before we start handing out condemnation.

Phil Gilliland
Freeman
The Patricia principle

By Arthur Hapce
Chronicle Features

The world is indebted to the magazine Psychology Today for coming up with a new theorem which will undoubtedly become known as "The Patricia Principle."

The basic premise of The Patricia Principle is that in this male-dominated society there is now absolutely no way for a lady to reach the top.

To reach the top, of course, you have to show your male superiors how bright you are. This is very difficult for a lady who isn't bright. But it's downright impossible for a lady who is.

The problem, writes the noted psychologist Matina Horner, is that a bright lady fears success on the grounds that it "may mean to her that she is too aggressive to be feminine." So the brighter she is, the greater her desire to fail. Which is her problem.

But now that Psychology Today has let the cat out of the bag, the world knows that bright ladies have a compulsion to fail. So henceforth, the bright lady, in order to keep proving to her male superiors how bright she is, is going to have to keep failing. Which makes it very difficult to get ahead.

Take the case of Ms. Penelope Pine, Ms. Pine landed a job as third executive assistant to Vice President M.C.P. Hotchkiss of Conglomerated Everything, Inc., because of her I.Q. of 178, her superb business acumen and the conglomerate needed a token female executive to hold the Women's Libbers at bay.

Finally Mr. Hotchkiss called her in. "If it's about that opening as second executive assistant," Ms. Pine said hopefully, "I think my work has proved...."

At first, Ms. Pine performed her duties to perfection. She proved a whiz at Creative Corporate Thinking, Public Imagery Manufacturing and Cleaning Out the Coffee Pot. Her future seemed assured. Then Psychology Today hit the newsstands.

Soon, she began to overbear matches of conversation around the water cooler: "...never makes a mistake..." "Odd, I always thought she was rather bright...."

"No, no, you work's fine," said Mr. Hotchkiss. "But I just wanted to let you know we're keeping you on anyway...."

Being hery bright, Ms. Pine realized her plight and began making errors, culminating in her boiling the crucial American Manganese contract in the coffee pot. "Brilliant!" cried Mr. Hotchkiss happily.

"Of course, we'll have to let you go. But it's been a pleasure knowing a person as bright as you."

+++

"What I really ought to do," said Ms. Pine to herself angrily, "is go to Denmark for a sex change operation."

"As a man, I would be lauded for my brilliance, applauded for my combative-ness and praised for my aggressiveness. I could shaft that second executive assistant, undercut and climb over their shattered careers to the very top of the heap--to be praised by one and by all as the very epitome of success."

But being very bright, Ms. Pine rejected the notion after only a moment's thought. In fact, it was she who first put The Patricia Principle into words: "Bright women are too bright to descend to the level of men."

--- APLIN COME, GRAND. ---
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Direct donations sought for MEDPREP account

Direct donations to the medical education preparatory program (MEDPREP) are possible through an account established with the SIU Foundation. Richard H. May, Dean of the School of Medicine, announced recently.

The MEDPREP account is part of the School of Medicine's fundraising activity. The account, authorized by the SIU Board of Trustees, is intended to encourage contributions from students who have experienced problems in preparation for medical school.

The program, subsidized by the SIU School of Medicine, was created as a separate academic unit in the university. Each student enrolled is taking a course load of 16-20 hours in addition to three required MEDPREP courses. The account, subsidized by tax-deductible gifts, was established when it was discovered that one student, unable to pay an electric company deposit, was studying for the recent Medical College Admission Test by a kerosene lamp.

Contributions to the account will be handled by Michael Rainey, MEDPREP program director.

Thirteen students are currently enrolled in the MEDPREP program from 48-member class, which began in July. The advanced standing students were officially welcomed at a reception held at St. John's Hospital in Springfield.

The class is comprised mostly of graduates of two-year medical schools in North Dakota and Nebraska. In addition, four of the students have advanced degrees or training in biological sciences, and one student is a transfer from Northwestern University Medical School.

The charter class, first to complete the medical school's three-year program, is presently enrolled in the basic science phase of the curriculum at SIU's main campus in Carbondale.

Pancake sale slated

The Carbondale Lions' Club will hold its eleventh annual pancake sale Saturday and Sunday at the park area on the corner of Main and Washington streets.

The sale begins at 6 a.m. Saturday and continues until 4 p.m. Sunday. The sale will start at 8 a.m. and close at 1 p.m. The event will include all the pancakes you can eat, sausage, milk and coffee. A charge of $1.25 is requested for adults and 50 cents for children under 10.

Last year you served over 3,000 people.

The three-year program calls for students to take their first and basic science year at Carbondale, and transfer to Springfield for their second and third years for clinical studies.

The advanced standing class, when they complete their two years of study in Springfield, become the medical school's first graduating class in June, 1975.

Now in the fourth month of the basic science curriculum, members of the freshman class seem enthusiastic about the medical school's "non-traditional" approach to medical education.

According to a medical school official at the six-week mark, students remarks concerning the curriculum ranged from "I like it to "It's excellent."

The curriculum, according to the School of Medicine, is organized around the study of organ systems rather than the traditional departmentalization of basic science disciplines and emphasizes self-learning techniques.

The class members are given packaged learning modules containing materials that the student is expected to know, how to demonstrate the knowledge learned and resources from which the material may be obtained.

Students meet with instructors to discuss the week's activities every two weeks in morning orientation sessions and introduce regions which may be "modeled" by the curriculum.

In other developments, bids on the construction of Phase II of the Medical School's Instructional Facilities Building will be let in early November. The decision was reached in September, at a meeting of the Illinois Capital Development Board.

The due-date for bids will be in mid-December, followed by a month of study and approval of bids by state agencies. The projected date for occupancy of Phase II will be in the summer of 1976.

The occupancy date of Phase I has been set for January, 1974. Funds have been released to the school to proceed with site improvements, such as landscaping and the paving of parking lots, entrance and service drives.

The seven-acre site is located west of Memorial Hospital, Springfield.
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Greeks move off-campus to find ‘greener pastures’

By Janet Whitaker - Student Writer

Greek Row is gradually moving off-campus.

Tau Kappa Epsilon has taken over the second floor of Sabio Hall on the corner of University and Mill Streets. Sigma Pi and Sigma Tau Gamma fraternal houses have homes on Poplar Street. Sigma Kappa sorority has moved to Lewis Park Apartments on East Grand Avenue this year.

Steve Fleming of Sigma Pi said the main reason the fraternity moved off-campus in 1970 was to get away from University rules and regulations. Most of the members were juniors and seniors who resented being told they could not have alcohol on the premises.

Fleming said that due to fire prevention regulations they were required to keep windows of the rooms they slept in open all year. He said there were instances of men waking up with snow on their beds.

The Sigma Pi house was bought by Sigma Pi president Pat Thor. son's parents as a retirement investment. This year, non-members live with the Sigma Pi, but they hope to eventually occupy the house with Sigma Pi only, Thornton said.

Sig Tau Gamma moved off-campus in 1972 because they were told by housing officials that the University had other plans for the Greek houses. Jim Palmore of Tau Gamma said they told him that in order to stay they would have to take a lease out on the entire building. Palmore said that this would have been "economically ridiculous." They were given the impression that the University wanted to convert the Greek houses into law school classrooms, Palmore said.

When asked whether the move had affected the Sig Tau social life, Palmore said, "The groups that are going somewhere are off-campus."

Besides such things as air-conditioning and carpeting, which they now have, the freedom from University rules makes living conditions off-campus much better, Palmore explained.

"The move was made because of all the things that should be done," Tau Kappa Epsilon house manager Kim Dreyf said. In order to have a fraternity to request housing off-campus it must have 30 cards signed by members intending to live there, Kreft said.

The TKEs turned their cards in last spring expecting to retain the house this year. Two weeks before school started the TKEs found out the house had been taken over by a new fraternity. The University told them that they had not turned in enough cards, Kreft said.

Kreft said he believes the University no longer cares about keeping the fraternities and sororities on campus. There was a time when the University would help a fraternity or sorority if it did not have the required 30 members, but, that is not the case now, Kreft explained.

The University was negligent in repairs and cleaning. Bathroom fixtures did not work properly and there was no heat for two weeks during winter quarter last year.

Members from all three fraternities expressed the view that there is a trend of fraternities and sororities moving off-campus.

Sigma Kappa sorority now occupies 36 A, B, C and D at Lewis Park Apartments. Kathy Wood, Sigma Kappa president, said the sorority did not have the required 30 girls to retain their house on-campus this year. She added that most of the girls were seniors and wanted to move off-campus anyway.
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The film is too disjointed. Its scenes are either too vague and meandering that we begin to nod off, or so simplistically loaded with big messages and heavy symbols that we feel our poor intellects are being attacked by a wrecking ball.

Alan Price's lovely key songs serve as transitions between episodes and are easily the best thing the film has to offer. They are available on a soundtrack album, and I'd advise those considering seeing the film to buy the album instead.

"The Harrad Experiment"

Harrad Experiment, at the Fox, has the requisite exterior trappings of a staidard college-film which is to say no college at all. The film, which stars Alan Price, is an attempt to integrate the mind and body.
Administration considering forced energy conservation

WASHINGTON -- Administration officials say they are discussing ideas for forced energy conservation if necessary to get the public behind the theory of fuel rationing.

But they say any mandatory conser-
vation is just in the talking stage and that Congress is being asked to draft any standby regulations.

Faced with the prospect of light fuel supplies this winter, the ad-
m

ministration launched on Oct. 9 a publ clamor for voluntary energy con-

servation, and the energy secretary distribution controls at the

wholesale level on home heating oil, diesel fuel, jet fuel and propane.

It hoped to get through the winter with those limited actions, but it

may not be able to hold that line.

The administration's campaign stresses such measures as turning

down the home thermostat three or

four degrees.

Charles J. DiBella, deputy direc-
tor of the White House Energy

Policy Office, said in an interview

that mandatory conservation--
rather than requiring individual ac-

tions by the public--would seek to
cut back energy-consuming ac-

tivities that can be isolated and con-

trolled.

Gasoline could be saved by reducing highway speeds limits. The

Interstate Commerce Commission

could alter the traditional regulations that force many trucks to

drive hundreds of miles out of their

way to load in "gateway cities" before going on to their real

destinations.

The Civil Aeronautics Board would consolidate airline routes and

reduce the number of flights, which
duplicate the service of other

airlines.

DiBella also suggested that the operating hours of large com-

mercial establishments and electric

signs could be curtailed.

Housewives and businessmen with outdoor gas lighting could be

required to shut them off.

And energy could be saved by reducing television broadcasting by

one hour daily, DiBella said.

Channel 8 airs series on 'Alcohol and Society'

Let's crack supposedly harmless jokes about the nation's "social

drinkers"--and then ponder their

sickness.

For the next six weeks, beginning

eat 6:30 p.m. Friday on WSIU-TV,

Channel 8, "Conversations with

Charles T. Lynch," will delve into

the physiological and sociological

implications of alcohol.

The series, entitled "Alcohol and

Society," came about after Paul

Dugas, consultant on alcohol abuse

for the Southern Illinois Mental

Health Clinic, approached Barry

Baker, the program's executive

producer.

But "Dugas felt that this would be

an excellent opportunity for the

media to spend time on the largest
drug problem in the United States,"

Baker explained. He said that the

Alcoholics Anonymous approach to

alcoholism is "only a small part of

the nation's attempt to deal with

alcoholics and alcoholism."

"Alcohol and Society" will feature

weekly guests who have a par-
ticular knowledge of the areas that

will be covered in the series.

The opening program, Alcohol

and Society," will be followed by:

"Effect of Alcohol on the Body,

Logh, assistant professor of radio

and television, will speak with

James N. Bemiller, professor of

chemistry and biochemistry.

The third installment, "Psychological

Aspects of Drinking," will be

followed by a two-part series

entitled "Sociological Aspects of

Drinking.

Treatment and rehabilitation are

the concerns of the final program,

titled "Alcoholism Addiction.

"Alcohol and Society" is a produc-
tion of the SIU Broadcasting

Serviee.

Dean promises effort

for SIU Jazz Band

Herbert Fink, dean of the School

of Communications, announced Thur-

day that would explore any

possible avenues to get the

necessary equipment funds for the

SIU Jazz Band.

In the past, the band has

borrowed equipment for use on tour

and in concert. About seven band

members met with Fink on Wed-

dnesday to discuss possible

ways of getting the money the band

was promised for the next year.

"I don't have any money," Fink

said, "but I hope the administration

will see the band's viewpoint.

Fink said he talked with Keith

Leisure, vice president for academic

affairs, and T. Richard Mager,

vice president for development

and services, Thursday, and he is

anxious to meet with them next

week to discuss possible changes

for this "excellent" program.

Fink said he feels the ad-

ministration will make any

proposals concerning an academic

excellence program.

The Univer-

sity Foundation will also be con-
tacted for funding of the band, beca-

use Fink said the foundation deals

with cultural programs.

Other alternatives mentioned at

the meeting were to look to student

activities funds for support and to

contact Dean of Students Bruce

Swahn, because the band members

want to do this, Fink said.

Alain Oldfield, director of the

band, said that other band member

were unavailable for comment

Thursday.

Put A Student In His Place...

The Student Trustee Referendum

WHAT COULD A STUDENT

TRUSTEE DO ON THE BOARD

OF TRUSTEES?

It is difficult to precisely state specific

effects the student trustee will have on

the Board. He can do no worse than im-

prove communications and set aside

some stereotypes.

At best, a well-informed trustee could

move the Board towards substantial

changes affecting life in the University

community.

He can be a source of student input and

act as a watchdog on behalf of his

fellow students.

WHY SHOULD I BOther TO VOTE?

Your vote is desperately needed to
demonstrate to the Board that students
want to make use of this represen-
tational opportunity.

The policymakers are watching the out-
come of the referendum for an in-
dication of with what degree of seriousnes
they must treat the new student repre-
entatives, wherever he is and however
the person is chosen. Let's show them

vote, Oct 24, 25

SPONSORED BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT AND GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL.
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Handicapped Nigerian student tackles life with optimism

By Ron Suttin
Student Writer

Lucky Leo Oghofaro is one of many new SIU students "trying to find time" to write his first letter.

His parents, like those of most students, will listen to him until they hear from him—but with a little more anxiety.

Lucky Leo—as the thirty-blue beats it—"is a Nigerian wheelchair student, which is like stethoscoping with an x-ray count. At least, that’s the way his parents say it.

"They thought that, socially, Americans were not that friendly," explained Leo in his sharply-accented English voice. "But in the few days I have been here, that theory has been disproved. When I have trouble getting in my wheelchair, boys and girls come to my aid. I’m quite impressed.

"What brings him all the way from Nigeria to SIU?"

"A cousin of mine at Kansas State University supplied me with the information," recalled Lucky Leo. "I was interested in the university with modified facilities for wheelchair students, and Southern Illinois University and Illinois State University were suggested to me.

"I imagined that a stand-out university should have a department like journalism. I applied for information and received it."

"Lucky Leo is not attending college for the first time. In fact, it is not the first time that he would be out working these days, a college degree needed assailing his values.

"In fact, I entered the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, majoring in political science."

"My parents said they didn’t want me to go into political science," he recounted. "We thought maybe I would make a go of it, driving a car for a year or two months, but after two months, I found out I couldn’t.

"Then I entered the University of Nigeria, a situation which indirectly change Lucky Leo’s course of life entirely. He joined the armed forces and ultimately was involved in an accident, while riding in a military car. He has been crippled since with spinal compression.

"It is possible that it will prove to be only a temporary problem."

"I was told when I left Nigeria that, with good luck and a lot of exercise, I might regain the use of my legs," remarked Lucky Leo. "Why did this problem direct his attention toward schooling in the United States?"

"About half of the universities in Nigeria are all right," he explained, "but they haven’t got the modified facilities for the handicapped as do United States schools. If I had no disabilities, I would have stayed in Nigeria.

"Happy as he may sound, Lucky Leo candidly admits to finding disappointments here at SIU, also. "I was led to believe that I would use the van (for handicapped students) to get to my classrooms, but I’ve had to use my chair so far," he pointed out. "I had to buy the wheelchair with my own money when I thought the University would make them available for students. I paid $180 for quite an old one."

"The pleasant foreigner added jokingly, "The campus is modified in such a way it is easy to get to classes, except that I get tired of pushing, packing, pushing."

"In Nigeria, he had grown accustomed to owning two wheelchairs—he at his home and one at his office. He was provided with a car ride from one to the other."

"The second ‘handicap’—his Nigerian background, has not been nearly the problem that it would seem to be."

"The American accent is not that easy to pick up," he laughed, "but it is the university-level language in Nigeria. There is an universal language there, but we learn English right from primary school. I can’t see why Nigeria shouldn’t consider English as its language."

"Sometime, I’m going to write a story on why Nigerian students would have to take an English test for admission to American universities."

he claimed facetiously. Lucky Leo, in America for the first time, is finding it "quite cheap living here—even though he is paying almost seven times more than he paid for a year in college in Nigeria."

"I pay $3,141 for board, fees and expenses," he said. "It cost about $480 per annum ($480 per year) in Nigeria."

"Does he find the United States appealing enough to remain here after college?"

"If it is necessary that I should stay behind in the United States, I wouldn’t mind," he mused. "I would have to find something to tell me down here. I would love to stay here if you wouldn’t mind me."

Baptist Student Center

Paul Simon with Troubadours and

The Jesse Stenson Singers

Homecoming Show 1973
SIU Arena, Sunday, October 27, 8 p.m.
many excellent seats still available. All prices:
$3.50 $4.50 $5.00
Tickets on sale at the Student Center Central Ticket Office, SIU Arena, Penney’s, Sav-Mart, Tempo, and Ward’s in Murphysboro.
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Finchley Boys
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7:00-8:00
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“MOTHER GOOSE”

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

“ROLLS HARDLY”
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SUNDAY NIGHT

ROCK ' ROLL REVIVAL

BILL "HARDGUY" ANDERSON PRESENTS
A "BATTLE OF THE BANDS" WITH THE

BEATLES vs THE STONES
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"JITTERBUG"

IN PRIZES
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
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Southern Illinois
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LIVE FOOTBALL

starting at 12 noon with
the Cardinals vs Redskins
then
the Packers vs. the Rams

Free Admission and Peanuts
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Non-required reading

Natalie McFaul, sophomore majoring in music, joins the crowd perusing piles of literature at the Friends of Morris Library Book Sale Thursday in Ballroom D of the Student Center. The sale will continue until noon today. (Staff photo by Dennis Males.)

Walker asks Assembly to consider tax relief

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Gov. Daniel Walker, saying he was attempting "to avoid duplicative and unnecessary special sessions," asked Thursday that the Illinois General Assembly consider tax relief when debating the proposals for establishing a Chicago-area regional transit authority RTA.

Walker revived his call to convene a special RTA session, which he had issued last week. In his new call, Walker included tax relief along with the RTA as matters to be considered by the lawmakers.

Republican legislative leaders have called a special tax session, but limited it to sales tax relief proposals. Under that call, Walker's plan for a $10 tax refund to every resident of the state could not have been considered.

When the legislature returns Monday, it will meet in four sessions including special sessions on sales tax, campaign ethics and the RTA, as well as the regular veto session.

The legislature adjourned for the weekend Tuesday after working only two days.

Child group to meet Monday

The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) will hold a special meeting at 9 a.m. Monday in the faculty lounge of Wham Education Building.

The meeting is to acquaint members and guests with convention procedures for the CEC state convention Nov. 4-10 at the Regency Hyatt House in Chicago, according to member Cheryl Bricks.

CEC is a national organization for persons interested in working with exceptional children. Membership in the CEC offers students opportunities to meet with leaders in special education, social activities, a chance to obtain "professional growth," and news of the latest developments in special education, Ms. Bricks said.

Persons interested in attending the CEC convention should attend the pre-convention meeting, Ms. Bricks said. A registration fee of $1 must be paid before Oct. 20. Fees paid after that date are $2. SIU will provide bus transportation to the conference, she added.

Persons interested in becoming part of the CED must pay an $8 student membership fee. CEC meetings are held bi-monthly.
Angelos campaign contributions declared valid by Circuit Court

CHICAGO (AP) — Anthony G. Angelos was a court victory Thursday as a Circuit Court judge declared unconstitutional an Illinois law barring political campaign contributions by persons holding liquor licenses.

Judge Nicholas J. Bus ordered an end to two investigations of Angelos, a Chicagoan who owns interest in companies with liquor licenses, to the 1972 campaign of Gov. Daniel Walker.

A spokesman for Atty. Gen. William J. Scott said that the state will appeal Bus's ruling, probably to the Illinois Supreme Court.

The judge ordered a stop to investigations of the $50,000 in campaign aid from Angelos by the Illinois Liquor Control Commission and State's Atty. Bernard Carey of Cook County Chicago.

It was not immediately clear how the ruling would affect an inquiry into the money aid, which Walker has described as a loan and not a gift, by a special Illinois House subcommittee.

On leaving the court, Angelos was asked by newsmen if the money was a gift or a loan. "He replied: "It's academic." Angelos was overturned by Walker for director of the Illinois Department of Insurance but withdrew from consideration for the post, declaring he had been "cruelled by the press.

In July, Lawrence Johnson, a champagne attorney, was ousted by Walker as chairman of the Liquor Control Commission. He told newsmen it appeared he was fired because he had been "too vigorous" in investigating the Angelos money aid.

House Speaker W. Robert Blair, R-Fast Forest, the chief political

United Fund seeks $60,000

With $50,000 in the bank as of Thursday, organizers of the Carbondale United Fund Drive will kick off at 11 a.m. Thursday, in the Student Center.

Drive chairman Carroll Fry, city manager, will speak at the opening meeting in Ballroom B, Speaker. David Derge or T. Richard Mager, vice president for development and services, will also give a talk.

United Fund packets will be distributed at the meeting of the United Fund at the University of Illinois.

The drive is scheduled to end in two weeks, according to United Fund President Rev. Charles Watkins. He said volunteers will push to meet the goal. "We won't drag on into mid- and late November like before," Watkins said that volunteers must raise $614,000 because every year at least $3,000 is pledged to other campaigns and in the middle of the year, $2,000 can't be collected because people move away from Carbondale.

Money will be solicited from people at their place of employment. Watkins said, "It's better than being unemployed, we said, there are more than 100 volunteers for the United Fund drive.

Spock says youngsters not intimidated

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — Child care expert Dr. Benjamin Spock said the young people with whom he had appeared at antiwar demonstrations during the 1960s took part because "they should not be intimidated, and not because the movement is a permissive society.

"The best difference in this generation," added the 70-year-old Spock and author, "is that the people can't be intimidated because they aren't imitated as children by their parents."
By Dave Starens
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The five-foot ten inches and 135
pounds of Joanie Weston will lead Roller Derby into the
Arena Nov. 3.

Even numerous injuries
"(Enough to start a new wing at the
Mayo Clinic," says derby commen-
tator Chet Coppock) have not kept
Ms. Weston off the All-Star Roller
Derby Roster for 18 consecutive
seasons. Coppock rates Ms. Weston,
along with Billie Jean King, as one
of the greatest female American
athletes.

"If you had both Billie Jean King
and Joanie Weston walking across
this campus, I bet that more people
would recognize Weston.

"Weston has become larger than
time. She receives 500 fan letters a
week," he said. "Even Muhammad
All didn't have Weston's overall
impact. Although she is almost God-
like to some of the fans, she has
never adapted the hands-off attitude
like other famous athletes. She
never turns down an autograph and
has always catered to the needs of
her fans," Coppock said.

Despite the fact that Roller Derby
is carried by 140 television networks
cross the country (it is shown three
times a week in Chicago), the Derby
still sells out large stadiums. Coppock
attributes the popularity of the
love Roller Derby shows to "the
facial grimaces, the sweat, and the
color that isn't seen on a black and
white television set.

Austro-Thai linguist to lecture

Paul K. Benedict, a psychiatrist
from Bear Cliff Manor, N.Y., will
present a lecture on Austro-Thai
Languages at 11 a.m. Monday in the
Agriculture Building, room 309.

Benedict proposed the idea of
Austro-Thai languages in a book
called "Austro-Thai." He is also the
author of "Sino-Tibetan--A Con-
cept." Dr. Benedict is a pioneer
linguist in the field of Sino-Tibetan
languages. Dinh-Hua Nguyen,
professor of linguistics and foreign
languages and director of the Center
for Vietnamese Studies, said.

The lecture is jointly sponsored by
the Department of Linguistics and
Center for Vietnamese Studies.
"All students interested in the
area of Southeast Asia are invited to
attend the lecture," Nguyen said.

"Nothing can match the impact of
seeing a live Roller Derby Show.
The skaters wear colorful costumes
and the continuous action makes a
swirling mirage of color," Coppock
said.

"Also, the game is simple, easy
to understand. The skaters make
points by outflanking each other; the
blocking, hitting and speed of the
game is what sells it," Coppock
said.

Although Roller Derby is most
popular with the working class,
Coppock said high school girls are
being a quickly growing audience, as
well as college students.

He also cited Carbondale as a
great Roller Derby town. "The
skaters like it and the Arena doesn't
take a back seat to any in the coun-
try," he said.

Tickets for Roller Derby are
prices at $2.50 and $4 and are
available at the Student Center
Ticket Office, the Arena, Penneys
and Sav-Mart.

Carnival at the Palace Nov. 3.

Joanie Weston

Shawnee Salt Peter Cave

It Waited over a Million Years
To see you, it's now open
12:00 to 5:00 Daily except
Sunday, 1:00 to 5:00.
WE WON'T Close until
the SNOW FLIES!
6 Miles South of Murphysboro
RT. 127.
GATE ADMISSION $1.50
684-4421

OCTOBER FEST
Is Coming To
Up Your Alley
Saturday
Noon to 5:00
48 oz. Bucket of Beer
$1.00 You Keep The Bucket
Free Popcorn!!
Refills only 75c
Large Bratwurst 35c
...a touch of Bavaria in Carbondale!!
**Woman hijacker fatally shot**

MARSEILLE, France (AP)—The life of Air France Flight 961 was short and violent as the hijacker, armed with a .38 caliber pistol, was shot and killed while attempting to escape from the plane. The plane, carrying 64 passengers and crew, was en route from Paris to Nice when the hijacker opened fire. The hijacker, identified as Georges Cravenne, a former public relations man for Air France, demanded to see the chief steward and was refused. He then opened fire, killing four people and wounding six others. The plane was forced to land at Marseille airport, where the hijacker was shot and killed by French police officers.

**Gunmen hold hostages in Beirut bank takeover**

BEIRUT (AP)—Five masked Arab gunmen shot their way into the bank of America office Thursday, killing a policeman and threatening to kill hostages in Lebanon and Japanese hostages and blew up a seven-story building if their demands were not met. The gunmen, members of the Islamic Movement, said they would hold up the building in which the office is located until 4 p.m. tomorrow Thursday if they did not get millions in cash and other demands. They postponed the deadline without explaining a reason.

Negotiations between the gunmen and the Lebanese government were being conducted through Algeria's ambassador to Lebanon.

**Cambodia claims Russians set to leave Phnom Penh**

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP)—Sources of Cambodia's Foreign Ministry said Thursday that Soviet military personnel will depart Phnom Penh and leave a three-man, low-level staff to maintain the Soviet Embassy.

The reports followed Soviet statements in support of the exile regime of deposed Prince Norodom Sihanouk and against the U.S.-backed Lon Nol government in Phnom Penh.

A special Russian plane is scheduled to arrive next week and take out 27 Soviet diplomats and their families, a Foreign Ministry source said. The Russian Embassy declined comment.

The Cambodian command, meanwhile, reported a two-hour fight with insurgent forces 1 1/2 miles south of Kompong Cham and at Koh Pen Island in the Mekong River.

Koh Pen, 47 miles northeast of Phnom Penh, has long been an insurgent staging area and frequently the rebels use the island to shell Kompong Cham and fire on river supply convoys.

In South Vietnam, the United States advanced $5.6 million to the International Commission of Control in Vietnam to help keep the cease-fire and cease-fire agency out of a détente.

The commission, designed to supervise the Vietnam cease-fire, is still in debt because the signers of the peace accord have not approved its budget.

**Justice Dept. controls sought**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Any Gestapo in the United States, Attorney Gen. Elliot L. Richardson announced Thursday a major overhaul designed to tighten the control he and his aides exercise over the Justice Department.

He said his predecessors too often allowed the Justice Department to be used as a Gestapo, and said his reorganization will assure "a realignment in the Civil Rights Division to make the whole thing a little more efficient." He also announced a new system for handling sensitive cases, and said the changes would help to stop "the kind of thing that happened at the maneuvers and the like," he said.

**Seaford Smorgasbord Spectacular**

Every Friday and Saturday

- Stuffed Shrimp
- Shrimp Creole
- Baked Trout
- Baked Red Snapper
- Oysters Rockefeller
- fresh Crab Claws
- fresh Crab Meat
- Oysters Mornay

Our seafood buffet is complete with tossed garden salad, choice of potatoes and hot homemade bread.

Buffet Smorgasbord Served from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

We Welcome

- credit & security exchanged
- private parties
- large parties
- parking available

We are now featuring

- Catfish Plate
- Oysters Plate
- Jack Salmon Plate

119 N. Washington

SIU Hillel Foundation
Israel Emergency Appeal

Check this weekend for some special sounds at special prices at Blue Meanie Records:

High rate of inflation continues; rises 6.7% during third quarter

WASHINGTON (AP) — The country's economic growth during the third quarter of the year was about what the Nixon administration was hoping for, but inflation continued at a disappointingly high rate, the government reported Thursday.

The Commerce Department's bi-monthly report on the Gross National Product included both good news, a favorable 3.4 per cent annual rate of real economic growth, and bad news, an inflation rate of 6.7 per cent. The over-all increase in GNP — which is the value of the nation's output of goods and services — was listed as 3.52 billion, or 3.4 per cent, to a seasonally adjusted rate of 81.3 trillion.

The high rate of inflation was not a surprise. It had been clearly indicated by earlier government indexes, on consumer and wholesale prices.

But the Nixon administration seemed sure to be satisfied with the rise of 3.4 per cent increase in real economic growth, which followed the explosive 4.7 per cent growth rate of the first quarter and the low rate of 2.4 per cent in the second quarter.

Real economic growth is the overall growth rate, minus growth attributed to inflation. The GNP is the nation's major measure of economic performance.

The administration has set four per cent as the target growth rate for the economy because it believes this rate is high enough to escape recession, but slow enough to discourage new inflation.

The central over the growth rate appeared at least partially due to policies of the Federal Reserve Board, which has sought to slow the economy by putting a squeeze on money supply. The squeeze in turn has forced interest rates up and made business borrowing more expensive.

United Auto Workers walk out on strike

CHICAGO (AP) — United Auto Workers members walked out on a strike at 16 International Harvester Co. plants and facilities in 11 states Thursday.

Union and company officials continued to negotiate, and H. W. Harris, Harvester vice president of industrial relations, said he hoped "an agreement can be reached without undue delay, but refused to comment further.

The strike involves more than 40,000 Harvester clerical, maintenance, and production workers.

Leonard Woodcock, UAW president, said the order to strike was an early Thursday morning after it became clear that contract settlement would not be reached by the deadline of noon CDT.

Woodcock said that union and company officials had agreed to make no statements for publication until negotiations are concluded. However, both sides said that a company demand for some type of mandatory overtime has become a central issue.

A harvester spokesman, E. W. Pengelly, said his company wants an overtime agreement similar to one reached between the UAW and Chrysler Corp.

Woodcock said the Harvester strike probably will cause further delay in Caterpillar Tractor Co. negotiations. Those talks have been continuing in Peoria.

A third large farm implement firm, Deere & Co., with headquarters in Moline, reached an agreement with UAW earlier.

Harvester UAW members have been working under an extension agreement since their regular master contract expired Sept. 30.

The extension expires Thursday.

Harvester has offered the union a three per cent pay increase each of the three years of the proposed contract, plus an additional 12 cents an hour the first year. The company also said earlier this month it was willing to live "reasonable and "fair"" proposals, which would allow retirement after 30 years service regardless of age.

A negotiation deadline with Ford Motor Co. is set for Oct. 26.

Explosion kills 1, injures 2

MARION (AP) — An explosion at a propellant and pyrotechnics factory killed one person and injured two others today.

The blast occurred in a propellant production area of the Olin Corp. Plant in the Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge a few miles west of Marion. A company spokesman identified the dead man as Frank G. Ternes, 46, of Herrin. Injured were Jerry D. Morrison, 29, of Goreville and Earnie Younger, 36, of Benton. All of the casualties were Olin employees.

Cause of the explosion was under investigation. The spokesman said the man the men were in was not in operation when the explosion occurred.

Olin works under contract for the U.S. Department of Defense producing such things as flares and starter cartridges for jet engines.

ACLU urges impeachment

The executive committee of the Southern Illinois chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has voted to endorse a resolution calling for the impeachment of President Nixon on six counts, according to an ACLU press release.

The resolution was passed by the ACLU National Board of Directors and will be sent to each member of the House of Representatives asking them to begin impeachment proceedings, the press release says.

The resolution calls for impeachment on grounds of "violations of rights to political dissent; usurpation of congressional war making powers; establishment of a personal secret police which committed crimes; attempted interference in the trial of Daniel Ellsberg; distortion of the system of justice; and perversion of other federal agencies," according to the press release.

Dennis Hogan, chairman of the local chapter of the ACLU, said the resolution is trying to get charges brought against the President, and "not to prejudge whether or not he is guilty.

Looking for the latest apparel? The D.E. has you covered

See "Fall Fashions on The Move"

a supplement in todays Daily Egyptian
Junior college transfers sought by SIU hosts play to counselors

By Jim Murphy

The Admissions office began a Fall offensive Wednesday. Their target: the transfer student, and the people here at SIU began their quest by hosting the intermediaries—community college counselors representing 37 junior colleges in Illinois and Missouri.

The object of the conference is to bring the counselors up to date on the newest offerings formulated by the University for the '74-'75 school year.

Thomas Smothers of the Admissions office said the issue of primary concern to the counselors is the switchover to the semester system beginning next September. Also, new bachelor's degree programs, one in technical careers and a new degree in education, were presented.

In underlining the readiness for sponsoring the event, Smothers said that personal contact with the University is important in order to convince each counselor that the advice he gives is the best suited to the student's interests. "We must have good contact," he said.

The importance of holding such an event cannot be overemphasized, Smothers added. The program set up by the Admissions Office gives each counselor the opportunity to learn firsthand about the total University community. More importantly, it is hoped that, as a result, many of the thousands of junior college students who finish each spring will transfer to SIU the following fall.

Weekend paddling planned;
Cycling Club to tour region

The SIU Cycling Club will hold some "easy-speed, short-distance" rides this weekend. The purpose of the rides is to introduce people to the sport of cycling and to the club, Bruce Patterson, club president, said.

"We want to show the Southern Illinois area people that there is a concern for ecological and physical fitness," he said.

"Riding a bike five miles is not nearly as hard as some people believe," Patterson said. "On such paced rides we usually cover two to three hours at a leisurely pace with frequent rest stops."

The 8:30 a.m. on Saturday the Cycling Club will go on a Tour of the Lake, a 24-mile scenic tour past Crab Orchard, Devil's Kitchen and the Grassy Lakes. At 1 p.m. Saturday the club will take a 24-mile round trip to Giant City State Park via Giant City Blacktop.

At 1 p.m. Sunday the Cycling Club will ride the 12 miles roundtrip to Crab Orchard Spillway. This is an exceptionally easy ride, Patterson said.

All rides depart from Shryock Auditorium. All rides can be made on one-speed bikes, or even a coaster-brake one-speed bike if the rider is strong enough, Patterson said.

For more information about the Cycling Club, contact Patterson at 453-5693.

Student Center will be scene of twelve 'flaks'

The Southern Illinois Film Society promises "12 flicks in two hours" at its "Experimental Films Night" at 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. on Saturday in Ballroom D of the Student Center.


Admission is $1, and tickets may be purchased at the door.

U.S. backs Israel

PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) - A Gallup Poll on the Middle East conflict indicates that 47 per cent of all Americans support Israel and 6 per cent favor the Arab cause.

Another 22 per cent back neither side while 23 per cent expressed no opinion, the poll showed.
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Russian concert, Dutch orchestra to be aired on radio this weekend

Russian romantic music and a concert by the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam comprise the "weekend bill of fare on WSIU-FM.

"A Gala Orchestral Evening of Russian Romantic Music," the third in a series of four programs from the "Romantic Festival VI" held earlier this year at Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind., will be aired at 9:30 p.m. Friday.

Sergei Liapunov's "Solemn Overture on Russian Themes" will open the concert. As with his other compositions, this work is, in the words of one music critic, " 图画式, brilliantly illuminated and terribly awesome in many ways."

Stephen Glover is the piano soloist for the next two compositions. The "Concert Piece" in B Minor, Op. 11, for piano and orchestra by Alexander Glazunov, won the coveted Rubenstein Prize in Vienna in 1900.

Presented as an encore to the "Concert Piece" is the Allegro assai movement from the Concerto in E-flat Major, Op. 42, for piano and orchestra by the little-known Paul Pahud.

The concert, following an intermission conversation with violinist Aaron Rosand, concludes with Cesar Cui's "The Little War" from Suite No. 3, Op. 48, "A Russian." Herein a soldier and an engineer as well as a musician, Cui is perhaps best known for his children's operas.

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov's "Fanfare on Russian Themes," Op. 32, for violin and orchestra follows, with Aaron Rosand serving as soloist.

The concert will close with the Concerto in A Minor, Op. 34, for violin and orchestra by Anton Arensky. Rosand will again serve as soloist for what has been described as "a succession of bitterness, bitterness, and phrases reminiscent of the old world's rhapsodic style.

The Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, under the direction of Evert Leinsdorf, will be heard at 2 p.m. Sunday on WSIU's "Concert of the Week.""

Leinsdorf, former music director of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, began conducting in the United States in the late 1930s as an associate conductor of the Metropolitan Opera. With subsequent experience with the Cleveland and Rochester orchestras, he has become one of the world's most "in demand" and versatile conductors. The program for this concert was his choice.

One of Leinsdorf's most admired accomplishments has been the recording of all the Mozart symphonies. He opens the concert with Mozart's Symphony No. 29 in A Minor, K. 201.

The "Schelomo," from Ernest Bloch's "Hebrew Rhapsody" for cello and orchestra, is the second work performed. Bloch's "Hebrew Rhapsody," written in 1926, received its first performance shortly thereafter. Tibor di Manuela, first cello with the Concertgebouw Orchestra, is the soloist.

The second part of the performance concludes the program with the Concerto for Piano and Orchestra by Elliott Carter, with Jacob Latimer as soloist. Carter, born in the United States in 1908, has written a vast amount of music, including works for symphony orchestras and chamber groups. Two of his string quartets won Pulitzer Prizes.

"New AMOCO. CXV

4 TIRE SPECIAL

$9.99

PLUS STATE SALES TAX AND FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

E 70-14

EXTRA WIDE 70 SERIES WHITETRIZLE TUBELESS

Staple prices on Pylor and Gripstrip tires.

As available in dealer's stock

Headphones!!!

Electro-voice model
HP-1 Headphones
Reg. 12.95

with coupon would
you believe $3.95
at
Downstate
Communications
Expires 5:30 p.m. Sat., Oct. 20th

This coupon good for purchase of Electro-
Voice HP-1 headphones at the reduced
discount of $3.95 at Downstate Communi-
tions 715 South Illinois

Ken and Glen
Standard Service
941 W. Main
Carbondale

Johnson's
Standard Service
312 S. Illinois
Carbondale

Burke's
Standard Service
327 N. Park Ave.
Herrin

Bennett's
Standard Service
Route 15 at I-57
Marion

Best sound is important to both of you"

It's a new, extra wide tire with all the trimmings. Bigger in every way. The new CXV won't "tie out" or lose its grip because it's made with two fiberglass bias belts for full road contact . . . superior traction . . . and greater stability. The AMOCO CXV is easy riding—Polyester Cord Bead To Bead makes this tire cool . . . flex easily . . . and assures you a smooth, comfortable ride. With its sporty racing strip, the CXV is a high quality, high performance tire—product of the most advanced technology and manufacturing methods known. And each and every CXV meets or exceeds standards established by the Department of Transportation.

When it comes to wide riding, you can't miss with the new AMOCO CXV series. 70 passenger tire. Everything's bigger . . . except the price.
Coughlin at home working in SIU Crime Study Center

By Sue Denoon
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

With a wealth of research and insights from his staff, along with a variety of other gifts and experiences, Joseph S. Coughlin resigned as Assistant Director of the Department of Corrections in charge of the Juvenile Division, to accept a full professorship at SIU.

Coughlin enters the teaching post in the University’s Center for the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Corrections Sept. 1.

In March of this year Gov. Dan Walker named Coughlin Acting Director of the Illinois Department of Corrections until the permanent director Allyn H. Stieff was appointed.

During a farewell luncheon in Pontiac last month Coughlin referred to his staff associates as “the best ‘correctional staff’ in the country.”

Coughlin said he first heard about the SIU Crime Study Center through his contact with the center’s retired director Myri Alexander.

He said though the new position is different in terms of his previous life style “the principals are all the same.”

At 51, Coughlin has been in the social service field since 1968, starting as a guidance counselor in the Wisconsin State Prison and serving in the state’s Department of Public Welfare for 17 years.

Some of his positions included being a caseworker for juvenile offenders, vice chairman and administrator of the Wisconsin State Parole Board and Juvenile Review Board, and chief of administrative services for the Division of Corrections.

After being Director of the Iowa Division of Corrections from 1966 to 1968, Coughlin was named Deputy Commissioner of the state’s newly-organized Department of Social Services.

In 1969, Coughlin was chosen Executive Director of the now-defunct Illinois Youth Commission, and in January 1970 he became assistant director in charge of the Juvenile Division.

As an undergraduate student at the University of Wisconsin, Coughlin worked full time as a police officer in Madison. He earned his master’s degree in social work at the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.

Nader wins suit against airline in federal court

WASHINGTON (AP)—Allegeny Airlines was ordered by a federal judge Thursday to pay Ralph Nader $85,000 in punitive damages for humiliation and pain suffered from an overbooked flight.

U.S. District Court Judge Charles R. Richey acted in a suit filed by Nader after Allegeny failed to honor his reservation on a 1972 flight from Washington to Hartford, Conn.

The airline also was ordered to reimburse Nader for the $7 he spent on long-distance telephone calls after the incident and $6 for additional cost of a ticket to Boston.

Richey awarded $25,000 in punitive damages to the Connecticut Citizen Action Group. Nader was attempting to fly to a rally held by the group in Storrs, Conn., when Allegeny informed him that no more space was available on the plane.
Graduate fellowship offered


Blind students hold meeting, stress need for volunteers

Arthur Jackson, a freshman from Elgin, was elected vice president of the Concerned Blind Student Organization at a meeting Wednesday night.

The meeting was held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Carrol Fry, 608 Glenview, where the students “socialized and got acquainted”, one member of the group said.

The group formed several committees to work with existing offices on campus concerning such subjects as entertainment, recreation and educational trips.

A committee was also formed to search out employment possibilities for blind people.

Francis Ambrose, secretary of the Concerned Blind Student Organization, said the group is seeking for volunteers, casting partners and volunteer readers.

Those interested should contact Specialized Student Services, 453-7528, Howard Francis, president of the Concerned Blind Student Organization, 546-8686, or Ms. Ambrose, 457-6648.

Brent A. Barlow, assistant professor of the Department of Child and Family, will speak on marriage counseling at the organization’s next meeting at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 7 in Lawson Hall, room 181.

“Anyone who is interested in blind students, their needs and their programs is welcome,” Ms. Ambrose said.
Consul calls for NATO to continue

By Jeff Joestt

"NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) is a clear success, and American military forces must stay in Western Europe, West German Council in Chicago, Hans Rolf Kiderlen said Tuesday.

Kiderlen spoke in Morris Library Auditorium on the role of the United States in European politics. "NATO has to remain strong," Kiderlen said. "The atomic deterrent must remain in the hands of the big powers and Russia must be outbalanced by the United States," he continued.

"We have the burden of history to live with," Kiderlen said in explaining why West Germany should not build up a sizable military force for its own protection. Memories of two world wars in the last 50 years have made other European countries distrustful of German military forces, he said.

Without military power of its own, West Germany has had to rely on NATO forces to "stop Russian aggression and keep Western Europe independent," according to Kiderlen.

Kiderlen compared West German Chancellor Willy Brandt to President Nixon in his attempts to establish relations with communist Eastern countries. Both leaders "are beginning in the same situation, confrontation" and "peace in the next generation," according to Kiderlen.

The event included several groups, including the federation of seven groups that would work together in the following year. The groups were interested in the same subjects, and working together might pool their resources.

Some of the groups are the Student Council of the Little Egypt Student Federation, the Student Activities Council of the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board, and the Electrical Club.

A federation "would make its members more aware of the whole conservation movement instead of many separate interests," Brougaham said. The combined membership of many groups could wage a more effective letter-writing campaign than could small groups, he said.

Brougaham said the groups' budgeting would make sure that each group could function effectively. "This makes it easier and quicker to get money," he said.

If the groups agree to form the federation, a constitution will be written and a proposal for recognition as a student organization will be submitted to the Student Senate, he said.

Brougaham said he hopes to have the groups' budgeting would make sure that each group could function effectively. "This makes it easier and quicker to get money," he said.

If the groups agree to form the federation, a constitution will be written and a proposal for recognition as a student organization will be submitted to the Student Senate, he said.

Brougaham said he hopes to have the group receive a percentage of the total funding equal to each group's budget requests, he said. Brougaham said: "This makes it easier and quicker to get money."
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FRANKLY SPEAKING... by phil frank

FRANKLY SPEAKING... by phil frank

MOUNT VERNON, (AP)—The 5th district appellate court has ruled that a former Roman Catholic priest associated with a militant civil rights group in Cairo may sue his bishop for breach of contract.

Bernard Bodeves was assigned to St. Columbus Mission in Cairo by Bishop Albert R. Zurawelte of the catholic diocese of Belleville in April 1969. Bodeves was told to better the economic, temporal and spiritual conditions of the poor in Cairo and was in turn to receive $300 a month salary plus $500 a month to support the mission.

By January 1971 the mission had become headquarters for the United Front, a civil rights group. Bodeves was asked to leave and his funds cut off. He stayed and eventually sued in Circuit Court in St. Clair County for $9,000 he felt was due him.

The court, agreeing with the Bishop, said the matter was ecclesiastical and out of the state's jurisdiction. Bodeves appealed.

Tuesday the appellate court ruled the case did not involve church doctrine, merely breach of contract, and could be heard by the lower court without damaging the constitutional "wall of separation" between church and state.

Bodeves, in the meantime, has left the ministry and could not be located Thursday for comment.
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FOR SALE

12x15 mobile home, fully furnish, modern living in a country-side setting, reasonable rent $470-644.

Call: 478-6247

FOR RENT

2 bdrm. Tr., in-super, cheese, Rural Shores, 3Bdrms, 2.5 baths, $625/ month.

Call: 457-9632

ROOMS

Carbondale Mobile Home Park
Brand new mobile homes available
25x50 heated pool under construction

.for RENT

Moble homes for rent: 1 & 2 bdrms, AC, competitive rates $490 EvanW.

FOR RENT

TAN-TARA MOBILE HOME PARK
Newest in the Area. Large Spaces, Pools, Tennis Court, new water systems, gas, new windows, trash pickup, wide streets. Spacious lot only $50 per month. Special deal for family over 62. Call Royal Rentals

Call Royal Rentals
Office 2 miles N. Ramada Inn on New Era Road 457-4429

TAN-TARA MOBILE HOME PARK

FOR RENT
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UFO sightings vary with weather and publicity

By Brian Sullivan

Swamp gas and the changing seasons, light pollution and bright stars may all contribute to the cycles of UFO sightings.

For more than 20 years, the Air Force investigated unidentified flying objects, finally concluding in December 1969 that its project Blue Book was no longer justified either for security or science.

But closing the book obviously had little, if any, effect on the UFO sightings, which continued, as they have in recent years...

The modern flying saucer era in the United States began in 1947 when a businessman-pilot reported seeing strange moving objects, over Mt. Rainer. A decade later there were a host of reports from Texas, New Mexico, and Southern California. In 1965, there were worldwide sightings. In the Anthropocene, a sighting coincided with disruptions of electromagnetic equipment.

The Blue Book described the bulk of the sightings as aircraft, weather, sounding balloons, satellites, meteors, bright stars and planets, missiles, searchlights, clouds, birds, reflections, temperature inversions, mirages, electric wires sparking and swamp gas, and others, adding ball lightning and plasmas of sound and light.

Sightings vary according to weather and light, but much publicity by any sightings receive nationwide, one expert said. If publicity continues for several days, sighting reports go up throughout the country. Sightings pick up in the spring and fall when meteorological changes are more common.

But for all this, some sightings remain unexplained. In the latest rash of sightings, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Northwestern University astronomer, says all the cases should be thoroughly investigated by a special official agency.

The East of the Bay Mississippi men who reported meeting strange creatures in a craft hovering over the water a week ago last Thursday, Dr. Hynek said, reports that the experience "was the stuff of which legends are made." "It's a mystery still remains."

Campus Briefs

Kenneth Chilton, associate professor of forestry presented a research report Tuesday at a national Institute on Trail Bikes and Land Use Planning meeting at Lake Barkley State Resort Park in Kentucky. The trail is in the land between the lakes area of the state.

Chilton's report was a "Profile - The Trail Biker." It is based on recent studies by Chilton and SU forestry graduate student Kacy Kupetskevisch on the land use and interests of motorcyclists under a grant of $750 from the American Motor Cycle Association. A special area of 2,500 acres has been set aside as a motorcycle riding area in the Land Between the Lakes recreational region.

The five-day Institute, from Monday to Friday, is sponsored jointly by the Tennessee Valley Authority, The National Park Service, and the American Motorcycle Association.

Five faculty members from the Department of Clothing and Textiles are attending the central region meeting of the Association of College Professors of Clothing and Textiles in Kansas City, Mo., Wednesday to Friday. They are Shirley Friend, department chairman, Rose Padgett, Thomas Berry, Sue Biddle, and Nancy Handley. A number of graduate students in the department also will attend.

Mrs. Berry is completing her term as a member of the regional advisory committee, and Miss Padgett will take her place for 1972-74.


The paper was co-authored by L. A. Chambers and T. A. Essinger at the computer graphics laboratory. The convention was held in Disney World, Florida, Oct. 25.

Rose Padgett, professor of Clothing and Textiles, will present to papers at the 8th annual Midwest Chemical Society meeting, Oct. 26, at the University of Kansas, Lawrence.

One covers her own research on "Degradation of a Flame Retardant and Soil Released Fabric on Exposure to Ultraviolet Light and Outdoor Weathering." The other, on "Polyester and Cotton Degradation by Environmental Acid Pollutants," is co-authored by Judy A. Chaffee and Miss Padgett. Dr. Chaffee, who was a graduate research assistant at Miss Padgett last year, was originally scheduled to present the paper but will be unable to attend the meeting. She completed the master's degree in Clothing and Textiles in August.

Charles Swedlund, associate professor of photography, has announced the reproduction of one of his photographs in "Popular Photography Annual 1972," on page 125. The picture was made with a wide angle lens near Cobre.

There is also a mention of his workshop in Color Photography at the Kentucky Camera Club page 20 and one concerning the sale of The Center of the Eye in Aspen, Colorado (page 165).
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Amy Vanderbilt warns of etiquette need

By Peace Moffett
AP News Service Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - "Many people believe this is not so. There is a need for certain conventions. And no matter what changes occur in the world, the human need for appreciation goes on."

So says Amy Vanderbilt, whose word is law in American etiquette, but who is so determined not to let etiquette lag behind the changing times that she has revised her monumental work on the subject, combining the traditional customs with the new ones.

people who have never thought about etiquette before do them."

While in favor of some changes in weddings, Miss Vanderbilt says she has been counseling young people against forgetting all the conventions.

"I have been getting mail from young people who were married in some fanciful fashion, and who feel cheated and want a wedding in church now," she observes. "I have to say to them that from a social viewpoint you really can't do it."

Miss Vanderbilt calls huge weddings "awful" and says she has been inveigling lately against huge showers. "Showers should be for a few intimate friends," she points out, adding that there is more interest now in having joint showers for the bride and groom. "Brides are no longer isolated from the groom," she says, "and besides, they're probably living together anyway."

The author says attitudes towards entertainment have changed too. "I don't like to see things done slap-dash," she says, "but with a lack of household help, you don't have to entertain in kind any more. More and more people are having buffets, unpretentious help or caterers.

Miss Vanderbilt says she does all she can to keep up-to-date—pointing out that having children herself, it is difficult.

"For instance," she says, "it is acceptable now for young people of opposite sexes to travel together."

But she has words of caution for a couple who live together without the benefit of a marriage license, and decide to have a child. "They're running counter to tradition, and eventually will come to the point where they have to come to terms with it. This will be at some point where legality is involved—such as the child entering school."

And in her book, she notes that young people who engage in premarital sex have a responsibility not to bring unwanted children into the world.

Amy Vanderbilt

In the bright office of her two-year-old brownstone home here, Miss Vanderbilt discussed the recently published "Amy Vanderbilt's Etiquette." A warm, unpretentious woman, she puts etiquette sound as though it can—

"and should—be a part of our everyday life.

"I feel there's more honesty now in social interchange, and this is good, she says. "But I think the danger is that we'll go too much the other way.

"Miss Vanderbilt says she is constantly astounded at the points of etiquette people aren't aware of. "Etiquette used to be part of social folklore—things everybody was just supposed to know," she says.

"But now people have to be taught—whether at their mother's knee, through observation, or painful experiences. And it isn't just a matter of kindness and consideration either. All the kindness in the world will not get you through the eating of an artichoke.

"Among the common mistakes people make, this expert points out, are improper table manners—like picking up with the fingers chicken cooked in sauce, or forgetting to wipe one's mouth before sipping a glass of wine; typing a signature on a letter instead of writing it out; women using an incorrect signature; failing to reply to kindness or a gift as promptly as possible; and thinking that widows do not have to be married late in life or names.

"Miss Vanderbilt says 50 per cent of the questions she receives in the small deal with weddings. "It's a time of great emotional involvement," she points out, "and needs in print
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Practicality new theme of fashions

This fall, designers seem to be changing their philosophy and their garments to be more practical, rather than dictate their customer's wardrobe. Instead of designing one-of-a-kind classics that are only worn once and then are out of style, designers are moving toward more practical and less expensive styles.

Victor Costa, designer of Susy Perette admits that "Although the classics are shown everywhere and are still on designers' minds, my feeling is that the classics have just about had it. It's time to move on." His feelings seem to typify many of the designers that are found in upcoming fall and winter collections.

Instead of the exorbitant and impractical classics, Kimberly's is also offering a more down-to-earth fashions. "The American woman has the hardest work done for her, unlike the European," says Bob Brown, introducing Kimberly's fall 1972 clothes. "Who hangs clothes away for a season any more? The average well-dressed woman simply adds or removes a few layers and bobs another year-round outfit when she needs it.

Shannon Rodgers, who designs for Jerry Silverman, also agrees that a woman's wardrobe should be practical in the sense that it can work in different ways. Rodgers suggests coats rather than the layered look to give a wardrobe variety and seasonality.

Besides dressing fashions more practical and workable, designers are also on the move toward making garments more reasonable in cost. "In speaking of the type of woman who wears Jerry Silverman designs, Shannon Rodgers says, "I'm not imput for our type of woman. You can be sure of is that she loves clothes but is not a fashion victim because she has a high taste level but not necessarily a large pocketbook..."

Victor Costa who designs Susy Perette, also tries to make his designs reasonable in cost. "We want women to relax about prices. We have found means to absorb the costs of design by simplifying cut and decoration, but..."

That is the story this fall. Practical and inexpensive designing that is low priced but high quality, as it was in the past rather than what the designers say.

PARIS (AP) - "I've got absolutely nothing to wear!"

But why take the trouble to trund- down to your neighborhood designer or to stuffante James - when you have a perfect black dress?

"Women are lazier than you think," says Gabriel Itale, an ex- Florentine whose name is a clue to his origins and who prefers to be known by his telephone number in- stead of his address.

He recently sold one to Anacapri, the lazy woman's little dressmaker and since then ears haven't stopped ringing.

Contrary to common myth, "women hate to shop," says Itale, summing up the experience of a decade or two as dress and fabric designer. Anacapri is therefore dedicated to "making beautiful clothes for the stationary set.

The name for such an ambitious venture he settled on in honor of "Old Capri and because it's easy to remember. No one remembers my name," he says wishfully, "except for a few prowling drapes."

So, for the price of a dime, Itale - curly hair, glasses and suit-case stuffed with fabric swatches - makes in your doorway. The finished dress, with either lining or thrown in for good measure, can be ready in a minimum of 24 hours.

The bill, house call included: $120 for "a little dress for dinner with dinner clothes" up to $900. "If you insist on wads of embroidery..."

To speed up matters, he occasionally is bold enough to suggest, that customers come to his ap- partment on the outskirts of Paris, but the answer is unanimously "no."

Shugs Itale as successor of two-surgeon-bourgeois districts: "In Neuilly they move sometimes, but the people in Paris are the laziest in the world." Willynilly, he has become a part-time sociologist, as one of the hazards of his business.

Laziness, however, does not just begin at home. "I keep getting letters from women in the provinces begging me to dress them by mail," he com-

Ragian cut style made for soldiers in Crimean War

We've come a long way in fashion since the Crimean War, but one of the lesser outcomes of that incident in history was the development of the ragian cut—a popular shoulder style that follows the natural con- tour of the shoulder. Baron Ragian finding the clothing for the British troops a big problem, im- proved by slipping potato sacks to cover his soldiers. Fortunately, today men's coats using the ragian cut are a bit more stylish than their original prototype.

"Khaki" is the Hindi word for "dusty", which originally described the brown, browning cotton cloth used in uniforms for the Anglo-Indian Army.

Today, men's handkerchiefs may be handkerchiefs bought, but during the Napoleonic era was a big hit, but during the Napoleonic era it was considered a bad form in polite society to even mention a handkerchief, much less carry one.

The origin of the bow tie is somewhat in doubt, but fashion- authorities have found it dates back over 100 years. It is that gen- der of the 17th Century, laced of high society lace collars sub- stituted a piece of white lace between the ends and the ends dangle from a knot tied under their chin. In time the end got shorter until the only thing remaining was a knot with very short ends.

Baggie Break

The problem with the biggie, cuffed styles in men's pants for the fall is in docking on their present length. The Men's Fashion Association advises that as a guideline, trousers should be slightly in front.

notes

Miss Teenage America is the best dressed girl around since PBJ by Jerell, Inc., has designed her wardrobe. One of the most outstanding styles is this long dress, sashed & pleated, and blossoming with giant fall flowers. This and other PBJ designs can be seen at BLEYERS

060 S. Illinois College Shop

"You understand," he adds in confidence, "with her hair, she would have looked hideous. And, knowing her background, she would never have had the time to get sun- tanned enough to go with a yellow suit."

But, besides keeping pale women away from yellow, Itale has another more pressing ambition: to open a boutique downtown.

"There are high-price apartment buildings all around, and it's much more agreeable to have a boutique next door than to have to weave all the way to the nearest shops," he explains.
Bulky sweaters and slim suits offered in this fall’s fashion lineup

"Fall fashions lice up in an exciting array of new silhouettes. From the bulky, sweater coats to pencil skirted suits and suits that emphasize a wider shoulder look," reports Basically Slim authority Mildred Sullivan of the New York Couture Business Office.

The popular tall, slender brunette who serves as Director of the Council, works closely with the most prominent fashion designers in New York and California.

"Big shapes make news," she declares. "You’ll see oversized versions of all-time favorites like the sweater set, the caftan, the trench coat and the tent.

"Oapts show big, new shapes designed to fit over everything you wear. Trenchcoats appear in men’swear fabrics with wider sleeves and accentuated shoulders."

"The Inverness, worn over a thick sweater, has a detachable cape. Foamy wrap coats in thick furs and plaids have dropped shoulders, and caps in solids and reversible plaids and stripes swing over anything."

Miss Sullivan, who presents preview fashion shows to the sits press twice a year, promises us that "Legs are back."

"Look for the slim look in skirts that are bias-cut, or with stitched down plackets. Inverted front pleats, kick pleats and reversible wrap-around skirts. Dresses, too, emphasize legs, with hipline coming in."

"The coat-dress, tent, and the caftan, as well as soft matte jersey, silk or chiffon highlight legs through styling, drapes and length."

"Very much in the fashion know, Mildred Sullivan was affiliated with the beauty field before joining the Couture group."

Before her present post, she worked with a large New York public relations agency, helping produce the annual Coly American Fashion Critics’ Award show, and served a stint with the famous Miss Helena Rubinstein, handling the Gourelli account. Later, at Grey Advertising Agency, she was manager of Procter & Gamble hair products account.

It was fashion she admits, that changed her from a dolly 20% dress size to the chic size 10 she is today.

"When I found the largest designer clothes were size 14, my ego forced me to lose weight so I could wear the smart looking clothes I publicized," she smiles. It took four years for her to drop down to her present svelte figure "from an overstuffed 1970s pounds."

"Crash diet, she points out, lead only to quick weight loss and even quicker weight gain."

"Her secret? You have to forget that there are such things as bread, butter, potatoes, pasta, salt and sweets. And between-meal snacking is a definite no-no."

"By retraining her eating pattern with heavy emphasis on salads and vegetables, Mildred changed her whole appearance. The large green eyes grew even larger as her cheeks slimmed down, and emphasized her unique resemblance to her favorite movie star - Jean Crawford, whom she has at time been mistaken for."

"Now a fashion plate herself, she has 46 different wigs and an available collection of couture clothes. Mildred often appears on television and radio programs, reporting on the newest fashion trends."

The rest of her fashion forecast for fall ’72. Sweaters, she says, make it big in the months ahead. The shape is looser, in sweatsuits and slouch. Joe Pullovers, and the new long, lean “fanny pulllover.”

Classic poodles remain a wardrobe staple. The wide lapel jacket is paired with slim straight pants, and the newest pants are pleated with a soft, rounded tubular shape.

In addition, there’s the stitched down front crease, cuffted pants galore, and the ever present jeans, a few dapper pants, and the popular gaucho starts.

Suits, she continues, are soft in knits, lightweight wools and soft twill. Again the silhouette shows top emphasis in barger jackets above narrow skirts.

Autumn bursts through! ....with clothes for the whole family in the best name brands -

Levi Bobbie Brooks
Arron Catalina
Act III Devon
your total store of
HUCKER’S
Division St. Carterville

Goldsmith’s gives you a $5.00 dividend to good appearance for Homecoming,

Below is a $5.00 dividend check.
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U.S. women look for fashion quality

NEW YORK (AP) — American women are becoming more fashion conscious, says one woman who should know.

She is Lena Bowman, author of a fashion newsletter which has been predicting trends in what women will wear for 10 years.

The tiny and blonde Mrs. Bowman makes two trips to European fashion showing each year and keeps an eye on American fashion the remainder of the time.

Her track record is a good one; in the four years she has been chief editor of her publication.

"European women still have more assurance than American women, but there is a growing fashion consciousness here. Americans are finally becoming more concerned with quality; they don't buy dresses they'll throw away in a short time."

"American women are traveling more and learning about fashion as they go," Mrs. Bowman added. Americans do travel better — they always look better. Otherwise, fashion is becoming pretty much the same all over.

"There's, for example, no one look that is American although we do have the best sportswear in the world. The things that are different around the world are fabrics, colors and the attention to detail that one finds only in European clothing," she said.

One thing does worry the fashion prognosticator. She says fashion magazine reporting in general is bad today.

I get so angry when people "downgrade everything." They report only farout items in a show and ignore good things. They keep saying fashion is dead, or they say pastels are what really they are. Women still care what they wear. A new outfit still does much for them psychologically," Mrs. Bowman said.

"Manufacturers may not want it because it takes more fabric, but it is comfortable and easy and it is a good alternative to slacks for women who prefer a skirt," she added.

"Women are going to wear what they feel looks good, no matter what a retailer says. They should have the option of making a choice," Mrs. Bowman said.

Mrs. Bowman says women are through with fads in clothing design and are looking for value instead. She says sweaters will be marvelous for fall, and predicts that mother of pearl buttons will be the height of style.

Jeans are still very important in Europe. Women are wearing denim with their satin or Donegal jackets. And patches on the jeans—some are satin appliques, some are embroidered. There are lots of denim shoes, and new kimono-sleeved jackets that wrap and tie to wear over jeans," she added.

"Lats of people are wearing, denim or slacks tucked into high boots. I think we'll soon see some looks cut like pajamas to go with that look. American manufacturers are slow to catch on, but they will. Every designer is influenced by jeans," Mrs. Bowman said.

Mrs. Bowman says she often gets tired of the crush at Paris showings. She says it is hard to get everyone to the shows, and so many people into such rickety showrooms.
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"He's marvelous," Mrs. Bowman said. "He has great taste and he's always the most popular man around."
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Big season for Badminton

By Kenneth Pilgari
Daily Egyptian sports Writer

A large portion of the male population engages in the sport of badminton as a steady sport or a game played by women and old men. This is more fiction than fact as anyone who has ever played this game of skill will tell you.

"Badminton is a real good exercise," said Claudia Blackman, member of the physical education department and sponsor for the Women's Recreation Association Badminton Club.

"Badminton is the type of game you can play however you want, vigorous or slow and easy," she added.

The Badminton Club meets from 7 p.m. every Wednesday night in the "club" really is a moniker for the room that takes place every Wednesday. The gym is open for two hours to anyone wanting to play badminton. It is not necessary to join anything or attend meetings to be eligible to play.

"I try to make it known that people can come and stay as long as they want. From 15 minutes to the entire two hours," Ms. Blackman said.

"There isn't any formal instruction," she said. "The club is open to anyone who wants to play purely recreational badminton," she added.

Last year the Badminton Club averaged about 18 people a week. This year badminton looks really big," Ms. Blackman said. Fifty people showed up for the first night, 32 the second night and more than 30 people were there on Wednesday, she added.

Ms. Blackman explained that the low attendance from 50 to 25 was caused by a lack of space. "We have room for about 30 people to play at one time," she said.

The only requirements to play Badminton are a pair of tennis type shoes and your L.U. number. Rackets and birds are furnished by the club.

**YMCAs offer winter ski trip to Colorado**

The Jackson County YMCA is offering a chance to ski the Rocky Mountains at Winter Park, Colorado during their winter vacation. December 13-21. All high school students, interested college students and adults are eligible. The cost for the trip is $288. A deposit must be paid by Monday.

The cost of the trip includes transportation from Carbondale to Winter Park and return via chartered bus, seven nights lodging at the Brookside Inn Ski Resort, six full days of skiing, breakfast and dinner for seven days, shuttle service from the lodge to the slopes and back and trip insurance.

Transportation will be provided by Gulf Transport Lines. The bus is equipped with a restroom and has ample storage space for luggage. The bus will leave the YMCA, 200 West Sunset Drive, at 5 p.m. on Friday, January 1 and arrive at the lodge on Saturday, December 15 in time for dinner.

The group will leave Colorado on Saturday evening, December 21. Driving time is approximately 18 hours. A minimum of 25 people is required. A YMCA staff will accompany the trip.

Winter Park is located in the Arapaho National Forest, 67 miles west of Denver. The park has 24 well groomed runs, ranging from beginner to expert with vertical drops of 1,000 to 1,700 feet. Seven chairlifts and two T-bars are capable of serving 10,000 skiers per hour.

For further information, call Mary Ann Stenson or Tom Matto of 590-5509.

**BICYCLE REPAIR**

and Overhauls

Complete lubrication of hubs, cranks, all vital parts

Also new gear cable included on all geared models.

Single speed $7.00

3 speed $10.00

5 speed $12.00

10 speed $15.00

Southern Illinois Bicycle Company

106 N. Illinois

569-7123

**FLOOR hockey scheduled**

Intramural floor hockey moves into its second weekend of competition with six games scheduled by the Office of Recreation and Intramurals for Saturday.

At 8:30 a.m. The Rookies vs The Defenders vs Player defines football's contact

"In no other sport can you whip an opponent, help him to 25 feet and then union him again," says Jim Threogga, Nebula Wesleyan University Football tackle.

**Weekend in; the air**

Friday's intramurals, 10 games scheduled

The following intramural flag football games are scheduled for Friday by the Office of Recreation and Intramurals:

At 5 pm - Longhorns vs Bonaparte's field 1, Up Your Alley vs The Markos, field 2, Alpha Kappa vs Phi Kappa, field 3, Phi Kappa vs Alpha Chi, field 3, and Electronic Zipper vs Legal Eagles, field 8.

At 5:30 pm - Longhorns vs Bonaparte's Crexeners, field 1, Vards vs Alpha Epsilon Pi, field 2, Phi Kappa vs Alpha Chi, field 3, and The Club vs Ducks-in-Sky, field 3.

The Women's Club is scheduled to face Wildcats at 5:30 pm at the field. The event will be sponsored by the women's rec association.

**Curious About How A Radio Station Is Run?**

**COME TO THE OPEN HOUSE**

**WYMP**

**ON OCTOBER 20, 1973**

Wright 1

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

**WHY ISSHINRYU KARATE?**

Individual instruction in small classes.

Maximum enrollment 3 days per week.

Organized classes.

School in existence since 1967

Member of American Okinawan Karate Association

Promotions recognized by all major Karate Associations

Students have won various tournaments throughout the midwest

Instructor: 3rd Degree Black Belt, Certified Internationally

1964 East Coast Karate Championships

2nd Place Fighting

Instructor: 3rd Degree Black Belt

E-mail: kenny@wcb.illinois.edu

**NOTE:** This instructor has proven himself as both a competitor and an instructor.

**CALL:** 569-9888 (between 6:00-8:00 pm)

116 N. Illinois

2nd Floor

Carbondale

**FALL SPECIAL**

$5.00 on all of our large size pizzas

**50c OFF**

WE'VE ALSO GOT:

STUFFED CRUST PASTRI

BAKED HAM, ITALIAN BEEF,

SANDWICHES HOT & COLD

DIETARY DELIVERY SERVICE

285 E. IL

567-8999

**Why are you eating at Pizza Deli?**

**COMING SOON**

**THE LIVING ROOM WEEKLY SPECIAL**

Sunday thru Thursday

All you can eat!!

Fresh Red Snapper

Fresh Gulf Shrimp

(hot or cold) or $4.50

Seafood Platter

fried shrimp...clams...scallops...oysters

Above dinners include choice of potato, salad & hot bread

(We reserve the right to limit

only if made necessary)

PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS AVAILABLE

THE OYSTER BAR

FRESH FRESH OYSTERS on the 1/2 shell...

$1.25

Per Platter

9 South 11th

Downtown Murphysboro

687-2941
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Getting his kicks

Scott Ellis gets off a punt in preparation for this week's meeting with Tampa. Ellis was the victim of two costly fakes plays in the Salukis 42-25 loss to East Carolina. (Photo by Dennis Mako)

Harriers at home in hills; close contest predicted

By John Murriessos
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

The Salukis come home to hills and Mountains Golf Course—Saturday for a ground battle against the U.S. Air Force Academy boys.

Lee Hartung, the harriers' chief Trident, said he expects a much closer contest than the one which unfolded before him at Kaisan.

"We've got a real good shot at them," Hartung said. "They're coming around, and they're in good condition. Once again, though, he emphased, 'I'm still waiting for Cary's Mandell and Richard Brack's. They current plan is to run and run with the top runners.'

Hartung was a star for the Air Force—he is Jim Koster and Bill Frank. Gerry Craig, Jerry George and Tom Fulton have been SIU's consistent top three.

The Saluki home course has historically been frustrating for visiting teams. A sports release describes the course as having only about 350 yards of flat running area in the four-course layout.

But Hartung doubts he will enjoy much of a home advantage against Saturday's opponent. "They're not going to hurt Air Force—because they're used to running. They've got a lot of running." Hartung explained. "And with the high altitude there, it's going to be lighter than he's been running up there." Jack St. John will run unattached. Hartung was just to see if he can run with the top team. If the fest proves successful, the harriers coach will enter either to the El Paso or California the following week.

The Saluki-Senior, which begins at 11 a.m., will determine whether the Salukis end their dual season over or under .300. Their current record is 4-2-1.

Hartung hopes his young runners will run smoothly to solidify a top three spot in the coming season of competitive racing.

"I feel in any race you cannot break contact with anyone you want to bet," he postulated. "When a kid learns how little extra energy it takes to keep up, he regains the energy through the peace of mind of knowing he's up there and the ease of running."

"It's comfortable and easy to stay on a pace, even if it's fast." Hartung added.

Mistakes could kill Salukis against Tampa

By Mark Tupper
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

One of the key reasons the Salukis were able to walk all over Xavier last Saturday was that for the first time all season they managed to eliminate costly mistakes. SIU Coach Dick Towers went on to say as far as he sees the Salukis playing football, "if such a thing is possible. The same may be required of them if they hope to defeat Tampa Saturday.

"We have no chance to make mistakes against Tampa," Towers said Thursday. "They're a very opportunistic team who will take advantage of every error we make." Towers said he has seen up large yardage on the ground this season, mostly through the efforts of quarterback Fred Solomon, and running backs Ken Moorehead and Alan Pittman. Solomon has been extremely fast quar- terback who has scrambled for 350 yards. He is averaging 5.4 yards per carry and has scored five touchdowns. Pittman has rushed for 729 yards in five games, averaging 4.5 yards per carry.

We hope to repeat last week's situation of getting good breaks," Towers said. "We will only make a few adjustments against Tampa."

Towers announced two of those changes in his lineup Thursday. Pat Forys, rather that Lawrence Boyd or Steve Weathersby, will start at fullback. Towers said Forys has had an excellent week in practice and looked impressive in the Xavier game.

Another surprise will be at punter. There have been four people competing for the starting job all week, and Towers has decided to go with walk-on Wayne Cowley. Cowley, a tiny Australian and star of Dick Lefevre's tennis team, started coming out in practice weeks ago. His style is somewhat awkward dropping the ball nearly to the ground and then going after it at a half-crouch with his left foot. The results have been inconsistent and Towers has ruled him out of Monday's JV game. Cowley has been booming towering 40-50 yard spirals all week, so Towers said he is going to give him the chance.

The only doubtfulness for the Salukis will be quarterback Dennis O'Boyle, who has a sore ankle, and center Bill Jackson, who has been hobbling all week. The Salukis have had all games for Tampa, but Towers said he doesn't feel this will give the Salukis much of an advantage. "If it's a tough game, it will be good for them," Towers said. "I don't think playing away will hurt this team at all."

Mets fans super, say Oak players

NEW YORK (AP)—Pete Rose will get a kick out of this one. The Mets have baseball and they've got a lot of class.

"I thought of the August Sal Bando of the Oakland A's decked out after two World Series games in New York."

"I told them, you've got too much talent, " said Joe Rudi concurred.

"But when they were a little disappointed, though, they've been as loud as I thought they'd be," said Rose. "Thursday night's fifth World Series game. But there have been 'millionaires' crowds' and not the same people who went to the playoffs." The A's had heard all about the Mets' fans, said they knew their baseball and they're got a lot of class.
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Fall Fashions—
on the move

Daily
Egyptian
Southern Illinois University
Fall Fashion Supplement
Rings, bells, jewelry increase in demand

By Linda Lipman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Rings on the fingers and bells on the coats are in, as some may think. Regarding the rings, they are considered one of the most charming and expensive trends that have appeared this fall. With a crooked, expensive item, women's rings, earrings, necklaces, bangles, medallions and chains are on the upswing this fall, as far as costume jewelry is concerned.

"There is a general increase in demand for jewelry," Tom Hetz, manager of the Fetish, said. "Not only are most people wearing more than one ring on each hand, but many are wearing more than one ring on each finger.

Girls have always liked jewelry and an increased stock will lead to increased sales. Byron Varon, owner of the dancing shop, believes as for the most current trends, Indian turquoise has all of a sudden hit big. Varon said: "Turquoise has switched from a semi-precious to a precious stone, and therefore has become in great demand.

Varon said the turquoise is shown in both copper and sterling settings, in bracelets, rings and necklaces. The handmade jewelry must be ordered directly from the West homeland of the Navaho tribe. Varon said.

The jewelry will become more difficult to obtain because the younger Indians are no longer practicing the trade that their forefathers made distinctive.

"Indian turquoise is hard to find and quite expensive," commented Gayl Waldron, salesperson at McNeill's Jewelry. Ms. Waldron said the difficulty is importing the jewelry to the Midwest.

Dedicate gold chains of slightly longer than choker length, without any beads, pearls or ornaments are popular necklaces, Ms. Waldron said. Also, longer lengths, shorter chains with large medallions or stones are shown for the fall. "In jewelry, it's just a matter of taste," Ms. Waldron explained.

Varying lengths of necklace chains are in demand at the Fetish, Hetz said. Lockets of enamel porcelain, "super" big headed necklaces, "ner" chokers and shorter chains with a small ornament are all popular, Hetz added.

"The trend is toward tremendous variety in less expensive jewelry, probably because people are wearing more of it," Hetz commented.

In earrings, the old-fashioned dangles are more popular, Hetz said: "You can hardly buy a pair of earrings anymore, unless you are looking for pierced. We just don't carry non-pierced anymore," C.E. McNeill, of McNeill's jewelry said.

Haups have always been popular, but Hetz feels, they were more in demand in the summer, maybe because girls were wearing their hair up.

Varon said he also carries earrings with glass beads and zodiac signs, which have "always been popular." While Hetz said he is selling "little" in the zodiac line. Rings have become a more popular item at all three shops.

DE thanks

The Daily Egyptian wishes to thank the following people for their co-operation on the cover photo: Bach Haas and Greg Hummel models; Black crepe-knit dress from Philip's, Carbondale; White butter coat with blue fox collar from Ross's, Murphyboro; Plaid double knit suit from Squib Shop, Carbondale. A very special thank you to Southern Illinois Airport, their employees, and Air Illinois for their assistance and the use of their equipment. (Photo by James Leitch)
Body sizes similar for blacks and whites

Contrary to popular conceptions among both blacks and whites, body measurements of Afro-American and Caucasian young females are surprisingly similar, a pilot study conducted by a clothing and textiles researcher at Southern Illinois University indicates.

Comparing the measurements of 30 Afro-American and 30 Caucasian students, size and age, Twana Parmer found the principal differences to be in bust, waist and hip. The Afro-Americans were smaller in these dimensions.

Both groups expressed a dissatisfaction that there were differences in figures of the two races. Both groups felt Afro-Americans have larger buttocks—her study revealed the opposite—and the Afro-Americans in particular felt that young females of their race have larger waists—another fallacy.

Anything but new

'New' look in sweaters

By John Morrissey  
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The ‘new’ look in sweaters for fall and winter is anything but new. If the SUI senior could project himself back to the Jackson High and Early High school days, the fashion for this fall would seem quite familiar.

Lining the shelves in downtown clothing stores are the plans of traditional V-neck sweater and Shetland wool crew neck, as the manager of John’s puts it.

Steve Goldsmith, of the shop bearing his name, terms these fashions ‘contemporary clothing,’ that is, ‘something from the past that has been updated.’

The resurrecting of sweaters adds to, and does not replace, the shirt and knit options already around, Goldsmith said, which aids in meeting a current emphasis on options and wardrobe versatility.

Miss Parmer conducted the study as her thesis for the master of science degree in clothing and textiles, selecting the subject because of the dearth of scientific research on the Afro-American female figure.

‘Enough differences were found in the small groups studied to indicate the need for further information for the clothing industry and for formal study of fit,’ she concluded. ‘Knowledge of body measurements is necessary to achieve fit and proper clothing satisfaction.’

She recommended further studies over a period of years and with a much larger group of subjects, and of groups from different sections of the country.

‘The clothing industry, as well as those persons studying clothing and textiles, would benefit from a study of body measurements of people in various occupations and persons with various diets,’ she said.

‘Comparison of clothing consumption patterns between Negroes and whites shows the importance of clothing to Negroes. A 1967 study showed that for Negroes $4,000, whites spent 11.4 per cent for clothing and Negroes 14.5 per cent.

‘Since the Afro-American spends larger sums of money on clothes and also places high status value on them, it should follow that they should have properly fitting clothes to receive necessary satisfaction.’

Classic fashion is in—so are pearls

Fashions: Tads are out, classics in.

And what could be more classic than the simple elegance of cultured pearls?

"New" look in sweaters

He said current fashions can be used "to dress up or dress down" using basically the same clothes, depending on the coordinates mixed.

Two recurrent fashion themes—emphasis on options and use of a basic garment as a starting point—are also borne out in women's fall fashions.

Changing Seasons, proprietor Merry Hamrick said she's still selling basic turtlenecks in.

"They never go out of style, and can be used in the layer looks," she said.

The layer look starts with a shirt or blouse. From that point on, other garments are worn over it so that all show at once, one under the other.

Besides turtlenecks, Mrs. Hamrick is stocking Shetland wool and angora sweaters, along the lines of the "contemporary classic" trend articulated by Goldsmith.

Betty is wearing a favorite fall trio. The cinched waist Huntergreen Jacket over wide cuffed trousers and the classic scoop neck top.

You'll also find free alterations, free gift wrapping & the finest service anywhere, all in beautiful surroundings.

Kay's Has It All

Sharon is wearing a 3 piece pant suit with tie belt plaid jacket and ever popular turtleneck.

Kay's campus

608 S. Illinois
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Skinny, hairy bellies in

By Dave Steams
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Take it from Merlin's harmaid, Joan Fattore. Men with skinny, hairy bellies look best in midrift tops, which are becoming more and more popular with Merlin's male customers.

"But the best outfit I've ever seen was a guy who wore a spaghetti-strapped midrift top, sit-on pedal pushers and python-print boots. He played with the hair. Carne," he said.

Men dress more alikes than women, Ms. Fattore said, but she still doesn't have any trouble telling men apart while serving their drinks.

"Most men wear blue jeans and a T-shirt or a work shirt. Most men and women dress up lately in silk and satin pants, but how they dress still doesn't make any difference in how much they drink," she said.

Many bars in Chicago have dress codes that don't allow customers in blue jeans and T-shirts.

"If we had a dress code like that, we wouldn't get any customers. The only dress code we have is that customers must wear shirts and shoes. We want a relaxed, comfortable atmosphere, and blue jeans are a cheap way to dress," Ms. Fattore said.

Blue jeans are the latest thing in the market, according to the owner of Uncle Heavy's, who wishes to identify himself as Uncle Heavy.

Midrift tops become popular

"There's a blue jean shortage," Heavy said, speculating that it was caused by too much cotton being sold in Japan this year. The fast-growing style, Heavy says, are baggy shirts with high elastic waists.

"We had some at the beginning of the summer and sold out completely," he said. "Also there are some new pants that are real hot on the East and West coasts. They have legs cut straight down from the thigh."

The clothes companies are trying to phase out bell bottoms because they have done everything they could with fabrics, rises, and pockets. The demand for bell bottoms is slowing down," he said.

The layered look is still popular these days, which Heavy says consists of a sleeveless sweater, a nice shirt, baggy cuffed pants with belted shoes. Midrift tops began selling around June, he said.

"Many styles that have been popular in other parts of the country have failed to catch on in Carbondale," Heavy said.

"But ties failed. I don't think plaid pants are selling well either. Plaid pants limit you to the sort of shirt you can wear with it. People go in for suit fabrics. They're concerned with how their clothes look, but they have to be comfortable," Heavy philosophized.

FASHION FLASH

Gold jewelry looks better with brown and green shades, while silver in particular goes with gray, black and blue, points out The Men's Fashion Desk.

Bow ties and baggies still dominate men's fashion's for fall, as shown by these clothes from Caru's. Joel Blake models the popular turtleneck plaid sports coat, which is modeled by Carter Nottie, and Bob Simpson in wearing St. Gauden's coat with gathered back. (Photo by James Leick).

Long dresses foil leg men

"Leg gone!" won't have much fun this year, since the most popular looks for evening this fall are high-waisted pants and long dresses. Dressy pants and velvet blazers are the best-selling looks for evening, said Goldsmith's, 811 S. Illinois, report.

Billy's Dress Shop, 600 S. Illinois, has been selling "a lot of very quiet, very romantic long dresses" with high sleeves, high waists, and ruffles around the hem. They call this line "the Jessica look" and also carry a lot of long dresses with a 1960's look.

Long dresses are also popular at Blum's, 901 S. Illinois, especially the new "South American look," which is a long two-piece dress with a halter top. This line reports selling short tops in lurids and sequins for light wear. Girls' long dresses are also popular at Halcyon, 511 S. Illinois, with their favorite jeans for a dressy look that isn't overdone. "Vogue" covergirl Lauren Hutton reportedly has the "oldest, smoothest jeans" for her most important evening.

The whole idea behind dressing for a night on the town has changed enormously in recent years. The old system in which couture designers painted their designs down to the masses for cheap, assembly-line copies has undergone a direct reversal.

Now, most fashion experts agree, fashion comes "off the streets" and into the couture salons. Jeans, halter tops, baggy pants, and the whole 1960's look are examples of fashions that were popularized by "street people" and later copied by top couture designers like Yves Saint-Lauren and Keno.

Who knows—the look you put together to boogie in this fall may show up on the runways at Blue next year.

Wrap up fur fall on machine

Wrap up the fall for influence with ways you can take right on your sewing machine. The long and short ideas are great flips to your overall fashion plans—marvelous stoles, or supertrimmed coats, long cropped jackets.

It's easier to learn to sew now that Viking's sewing machine with Trimmom routers with those thimble furry pile fabrics or vinyls and leather-like fakes.

In fact, you'll find working with these three-dimensional fabrics so easy that doing a "mink" lining for a trench coat, or making a "broadtail" collars and cuffs for a dressy coat (that's coming back along with short cocktail dresses) easy shawl collar for a thick cardigan sweater is a snap.

Add to the looks you've already been working for you. It's time with your sewing techniques for making up a wickedly wonderful world of fun fur.}

Fashion...and Action!

Move into fall with this long sleeved Jumissuit. Checks, stripes, and solids blended into the latest layered look: Prefect for the active life you lead!

...Just one more idea from the store that brings you the best in fashion...
Layered look turns to males

The fashion pendulum is swinging in the other direction.

A half decade ago, headlines in women’s wear forecast a message—
"Pants, dress skirts, ties, buggies—once the standard of casual attire—
were becoming overrun by women."

But this year the tables have turned...
The layered look, once the standard of female casual dress, is
now taking a turn for the males.

A top designer of Gimbal’s famous men’s wear, Pietro Bianco, is
introducing an entire new line of
"suites clothing."

His results are smashing.
He has teamed up the sweater
with other sweaters, cardigans, and
dresses to provide a new layered
look with exciting efforts at co-
ordination of the knit lines.

What would you say to an outfit
like this: a brilliant red double-knit
sweater blazer over black and white
jacquard pleat pants, topped with a
horizontal striped turtle neck sweater?

Bianco is into more than just knits, he
mixes and matches moiré and
dyes to produce soft and fuzzy
sweaters.

Student stitchers

search stores
for right fabrics

By Julie Timne
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Long before anyone on Madison
Avenue coined the term “sew easy,”
there were millions of home seam-
stresses in America. And many of
them were students...

Even if a student finds stitching
"too hard," she—or he—may find
it an economic necessity. Although
fibres are getting more expensive
clothing costs, which include labor,
are even higher. When it comes to
comparing prices, one Carbondale
fabric store employee claims that the
student is "a very cautious shop-
person." Another lady said that she
noticed that "if they want something, they’ll go ahead and buy
it; they don’t have the time to shop
around."

Cautionary, or not, most students
seem to be spending their money on
 certain kinds of fabric this season.

Woven materials are in. While
the easy-to-sew knits are still
popular, the orion plaids, corduroy,
and wools are finding their way into
more student wardrobes.

By far, the most patterns sold to
students are for casual designs.

Pants, skirts, shorts and simple blouses
are a necessity on campus.

"They copy what they see on the
racks," said one fabric shop
salesclerk. "For the most part these
are casual clothes—there aren’t too
many places to go dressed-up on
this campus."

Students sew more than clothes.
At the beginning of each quarter,
one salesperson noted, many
students come in for drapery
materials. Simple, home-made cur-
tains and drapes, besides stretching
the budget, can add a personalized,
bright touch to a "blast" trailer or
apartment.

At the beginning of each quarter,
one salesperson noted, many students
come in for drapery materials.
Simple, home-made curtains and
drapes, besides stretching the
budget, can add a personalized,
bright touch to a "blash" trailer or
apartment.

Many students own their own
sewing machines. A representative
at the local Singer store said that
even though many kinds of machines
are sold to students, they buy more
good machines than anything else.

For those students who can’t
afford to have a sewing machine but
can’t afford to be without one, there
are these alternatives: Borrow one
from a friend, use one at home
economic; rent one; go home often
and use mother’s. Unfortunately, a
friend may become unfriendly
when she can’t ever get to her own
machine; home ec machines are of-
ten unavaible or inconvenient;
and rented machines are hard to
find and still require an expen-
sion.

Going home to mother is probably
the best alternative, since the
student might get some free food
and advice, too.

Imitation fur chubbies.

When your look needs a little
put-on.

Our timberwolf chubby put-on never
hurt anyone. Zip
front styling in acrylic
pile with taffeta lining.
Beige. Sizes S-M-L. $22

Get into a real fashion
look with our mink
paw chubby. Zip up
front in acrylic pile.
Shades of brown/ 
beige or black/white.
Sizes S-M-L. $25

JCPenney
We know what you’re looking for.
Grabbed by grubby garments? take note on ‘miracle’ washes

Julie Tizone
Daily Telegraph/All Writer

Do you have the stain pains? The detergent doodums? Read on.

There are many ways to deal with the little problems of laundering, but of course one of the most frequent is the removal of stains. Here are some tips to help you:

1. For oil-based stains, blot the stain with a dry cloth and then apply a small amount of liquid dish soap or detergent. Let it sit for a few minutes before washing.
2. For water-based stains, blot the stain and then apply a small amount of dish soap or detergent. Let it sit for a few minutes before washing.
3. For ink stains, blot the stain with a dry cloth and then apply a small amount of dish soap or detergent. Let it sit for a few minutes before washing.
4. For wine stains, blot the stain with a dry cloth and then apply a small amount of dish soap or detergent. Let it sit for a few minutes before washing.
5. For blood stains, blot the stain with a dry cloth and then apply a small amount of dish soap or detergent. Let it sit for a few minutes before washing.

Many washers also have a wool cycle, the equivalent of a two-minute cold wash with an eighth to a quarter of a cup of detergent. Do not use this cycle for your clothing. It can damage your clothes.

Color and troublesome chlorine against the laundry. Obviously, it is important to keep your clothes looking their best, but it is also important to protect your skin from the harsh chemicals that are often used in the laundry process.

Sealing: which can be done in cold, warm or hot water depending on instructions with various commercial soaps. It is often an alternative or addition to bleaching. Be sure to sort carefully and avoid soaking fabric in extended periods, though. Dyed in some fabrics are unstable and may run. Seeding even colorfast fabrics for a long period of time sometimes results in color transfer.

Solvents are often helpful in removing grease, paint, dirt or asphalt stains. Perchloroethylene, a type of chlorinated solvent, is often used by manufacturers in producing flame retardant fabrics and in mattress manufacturing.

A specific stain-removal list, available from most appliance and detergent manufacturers, is a handy reference.

Ultimately, some stains are impossible to remove and some can only be lightened. But patience, perseverance and, most importantly, promises will eventually remove most of them.

Hat in season, with reason; they are worn with everything

"What's a great fashion look without a hat? A big disappointment"

Hats have come into season and all women should, with due reason, have a wardrobe of them.

They're to be worn with everything for day and evening. Sweater costume needs a big knit beret or same-tie type. Perhaps a soft mohair cloche in powdery colors?

Turfil are to be taken seriously in casual and dress-up styles. Plain wrapped jerseys in solids for morning and afternoon, ecstatically printed for after hours.

In rich angora, soft felt, luxurious satins and deep velvets, turbans neatly slide awayT otherwise right looks to create exciting new looks. Try Capoteing it awhile a simple "gangster" type feel. The Galadriel influence is seen in Fall in dressy sets.

Also included in the Fall fashion scene is the Donald Duck hat (they caps), in addition to derbies done up fancy, berets, and the ever popular soft leather or fur hats. Many of the "Well Dressed Head" list.

It's great to wear hats again. That's because hats add just the right finishing touches to today's elegant shapes in clothes. Nifty knit tams, crew hats and berets are coming over lean, frothy-soft, and a marvel of simple tailoring. Terrific wind up as popular head covers travel...Why wear a hat with weather's vagaries. Stuming too, as an evening shape in lamé or satin to go with gauzy, long gowns and the even newer sleek short cocktail dresses.

The comeback of hats is reflected in the return of shorter, less tampered with`s, and softer fedoras and jazzy gangster hats. Wear them with flair, for the hair is simply and naturally styled.

In the day-time crupe and silk and simple and soft, may even look like slaps. Nothing tops these more than beauty, fashion and style on clothes to the head hats or the all-for-the-hat which continues to be appealing for their variety. Hats Plus in a new point of view, means matching a muffler scarf or glove to the hat you choose; muff or handbag are other ways to go about making a hatler plus "moody" your own way.

You might like a hat that ties in which your favorite chubby coat or lean feathers and feathers for your head and a crisp, crisp dressing card. Here and there, it will be a bubble, puffy, with crimped bangs and profile hats to tops and mohair-brimmed and the soft mini caps.

Jaunty jackets just right for man on the go

Action packed gear is the idea for man on the go this fall, whether he's really batty around outdoors or is heading into town.

For instance, a snap baseball jacket style has ribbed knit trim, inserts of it at the armhole for action on the links or at the gun club.

Jaunty woodenskats plaid-foms a striking jacket with deep-pile collar for suburban rounds. The bomber jacket comes back powerfully in tan leather. One version has vertical zippers on pockets planking the main opening zipper.

The all-season coat this fall will probably be a variation on the trench. With a plain lining and wide sheep-skin collar, a Dunron and peacoat grass huts lets mileage for the weather.

Lea denim coats grown full length with wide collar, lapels and back slit.

Another great coat is polished cowhide with an enormous fur collar, pockets, were huge with matching flaps.

Come in. See What We Have For You!

LEVIS
LIE
GUYS
H.I.S
HAGGAR

Jeweled ornaments and wicked veiling, a frothing of feathers make the most id.dinner hats, and are the perfect counterpart to shirtdresses and theater hats for evening.

Fur trims surround necklines, cuffs, border fashions all degrees... so why not every style hat showing! Like a silver fox toque, while Persian lamb fedora, and mink turban. All headed for the "Well Dressed Head" list.

In leather weather

Men's leather footware covers all fashion bases--elegance, quiet authority, heathy masculinity. Laced shoes show inventive styling.

You'll find perfs, piping two-tone or leather cousn, layered soles, and, yes, still plaid, cup, wing-tip toe caps.

Dress footwear also includes demi-botas and slip-ons with strap detailing, as well as ties.

In leathers, top finishes are smooth, suede and patent leathers.

Leather mens still win men approval, most wear booties to ankle or calf are tied for weather and weather-resistance. It's all biman fan and grave looking for the sports-wear investment every waistline needs today.
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Goldie's
STORE FOR MEN
200 S. ILLINOIS

With all the clothes for your fall fashions

GOLDIE'S

703 S. ILLINOIS
Flashier clothes take over market from blue jeans

By Terry Martin
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Most male SIU students are wearing blue jeans to classes but local clothing stores indicate a trend is here in buying flashier clothes.

Casual cuffed baggies, plaid shirts and "baggie-top," make up most of the purchases at Goldsmith's, 811 S. Illinois Ave.

Manager Vincent Cassella said men are leaning toward buying things like jean shorts, mad jerseys and hand-constructed Vetements materials that look cheap, but casual.

"Don't forget, owner of the Square Shop in Marquette Shopping Center, said a lot of blue jeans are being sold but bold print perma-press slacks with 2-inch cuffs, slim fits baggies are big sellers also.

"Most of the sales here are sports shirts and dress slacks," Carter Nottke, a junior, majoring in business and a worker at Cara's Men Shop, 106 S. Illinois Ave. said "Business has definitely picked up since fall.

All three stores indicated that bow ties, sweatshirts and turtlenecks were big sellers this year.

"A worker in the Men's department of Penney's, said plaid shirts and plaid pants don't sell at all here," She said women's worn jeans and plaid pants are a big item in overall sales at Penney's. "Sales are definitely better this year mainly because there are better styles on the market," she said.

Different men interviewed on campus have varied reactions to clothing style and consciousness of them.

Clark Gyure, senior majoring in administration of justice who also tends bar at the Club, said he usually wears jeans to classes but since he is doing volunteer work for the Development of Human Resource program, he is required to dress more formally.

"It would be much more con- ducive and natural to eliminate the taking on of status roles and clothing style/consciousness if people want naked," Gyure said. "This, to me would be aesthetically pleasing.

Gyure said when he doesn't wear jeans, he wears cuffed bellbottoms. "It's nice to be creative with clothing if you have the money."

The prices are better and there is a wider selection of clothing in Chicago than in Carbondale, he added.

Randy McCarthy, senior, majoring in journalism, said he usually wears blue jeans and a levi shirt to campus.

"I consider anything beyond being naked as being dressed up," McCarthy said "Relative to that, I am dressed up.

Student Senate Vice President Jon Kamis thought students should feel comfortable in classes. Kamis said he has been wearing levis, colored tee-shirts and sandals to most of his classes.

Veronica Johnson, senior, majoring in administration of justice, said she spends about $400 a year on clothing.

Johnson, who is chairman of the Campus Judicial Board, said he "alternates between wearing jeans and good clothes" to campus. Denim suits, corduroy plaid suits and knit suits are some of the clothing Johnson purchases. Avron Fagel, senior majoring in radio- television, said he wears velour pants and custom-made python boots to his classes a lot.

"I like to have my own look but feel comfortable is my first concern," Fagel said.

Ira Cooper, junior, majoring in economics, said he usually wears levis and tennis shoes mainly because of their convenience and the little expense involved with wearing such apparel.

Kali Shalom, Editor-in-Chief Jimmy Mann, senior, majoring in journalism said, "It's unfortunate that the student populace cannot dress a little nicer because the way they dress now detracts from the said "... of blue jeans!"

"Ballplayers are the only brand of slacks I wear because of their exceptional comfort," said Bill Green-Olah, junior, majoring in accounting.

Jimmy Mann (left), senior majoring in journalism and Avron Fagel (right), senior majoring in radio-television show the contrasting styles of clothing being worn by men-on-campus this Fall. (Staff photo by Dennis Makes)
A wide variety of shoe styles are popular on campus from platforms to sneakers. With the choices available, it's hard to go wrong. (Photo by Dennis Makes)

With fashions in flux, contrasting styles seem to be acceptable this fall. While some are beginning to dress up, others are maintaining the very casual look. The style you select, of course, is up to you. (Photo by Dennis Makes)

Good news in shoes

Campus sees drastic change in women's clothing styles

By Diane Mitaiho
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

This fall, the typical SIU woman is indicating, by her choice of classroom clothing that the campus is caught in the middle of a drastic change in women's styles.

While students wear one-ronned overall, patched levis, plaid flannel shirts—the whole bag-calling hit, where it will be—puffy sweaters, soft belts tied in nant little bows (an imitation of kindergarten pinboard), school-room, plaid pants and skirts with high, elastic waists—the Alice in Wonderland look. Where it is—a strange mid-stream hybrid look, which mixes those old levis with the new fancy, flowered, ruffled tops, or elegantly fashioned vest and pull-over sweaters.

At first sight, women's liberationists may point to the unusually matched costumes on campus in triumph. The wide variety of looks could prove women have finally smitten up and dress to suit comfort, convenience and themselves, rather than the dictates of fashion.

But the people who sell the clothes ex-cells are putting on their backs, fronts, tops and bottoms this fall know better.

The manager of Bleiver's College Shop gave a representative opinion when she said women are moving enthusiastically toward "a more conventional look." Mrs. Ethel McPadden noted women are getting tired of low-cut levis and now demand polished cotton or corduroy slacks with comfortably high waists. Plaids and checks, contrasting neatness, are favored.

Body suits are selling well, as are dressy sweaters and blouses, Mrs. McPadden said.

Shoe styles also are in flux. Looking down a row of seats in Lawson Hall, one observer (oe oxford, mated-tone saddle shoes, platform open and closed toe shoes, tasselers, shower clogs, sandales, low-cut sneaker boots and bare feet. It's almost phenomenally conglomerate, but Charles Reinebach, a salesman at Leslie's Shoes, managed to extract a foot-wear pattern from foot-bole Babes.

College girls go on the heavy looks—they want lots of saddles and tie shoes, he said. Plaids ranging from one-eighth to one-half inches high at the side and double platforms are selling well, Reinebach said.

The woman student who has solved her whole as a result of a fall from high platforms or cork or wood-ased clogs may wonder, but Reinebach said he has noticed his customers will not buy shoes they can't walk in.

As a daily observer of college women, Reinebach is qualified to note that females seem to look better and have "grown up" than in the recent past.

Of course, there are mavericks around. One sees daily a handful of studious women still decked out in field hand looks. (Who to say "good for them" is your business.)

There are also a number of fashion plates viewing the SIU scene from the height of—I saw it with my own eyes, fall—six inch heels that look and sound like stinky sections of scrap lumber. Their look is layered, plaid, belted, ruffled and, well, just generally clean, like the young women who
gemp across the pages of Seventeen Magazine. Perhaps this is one of those brief, fortuitous times that don't come too often in the course of life. Wear what you like this fall. With styles half here and half there, you simply cannot look wrong.
Brazilian beauty becomes announcer

PORTO ALEGRE, Brazil (AP)—Brazilian beauty Maria Vargas Athanasio—Miss Universe of 1968—has returned to the public eye, a decade later, this time with a daily TV news program in this bustling southern Brazilian city.

"I'm doing this for professional reasons. I'm not trying to be a store-window mannequin, nor am I preaching any feminist independence movement like Women's Lib," Mrs. Athanasio, now 28 and married, told an interviewer. "Women news commentators on TV are rare in Brazil, where 'machoism'—male dominance—is still a way of life. "I didn't go on television to prove that I'm independent," Mrs. Athanasio stated. "My goal is simply to present a good program."

As Ieda Vargas, the green-eyed, brown-haired Brazilian teen-ager became an international beauty symbol a decade ago by winning the Miss Universe contest in Miami Beach. Miss Vargas eventually returned to Brazil and in 1968 married local real estate agent Jose Carlos Athanasio. The couple has a son, Rafael, 2, and another baby is on the way.

Mrs. Athanasio says she's "much more mature" than when she won. Miss Universe. But Porto Alegre TV viewers agree that she hasn't lost the youthful beauty that helped her win the title.

Nobody can steal your thunder in the NFL Blazer
by Curlee

from $65.00

You'll out-play, out-go everybody this season in this wrinkle-defying double knit blazer. Fashioned with the new patch pockets and deeper center vents in bright roster of colors. Create some thunder... get the NFL licensed blazer, exclusively by Curlee.

Leslie's
210 South Illinois

Ties & Platforms
Now leaving for fall, going first class all the way!

heels meant for walking, platforms to cushion the way, traveling types for work—a-day tripping round the world

They're made in Spain

BY Nina

FLORSHEIM
BOOTS

Campus or Club
22.95

Nobody can steal your thunder in the NFL Blazer
by Curlee

from $65.00

You'll out-play, out-go everybody this season in this wrinkle-defying double knit blazer. Fashioned with the new patch pockets and deeper center vents in bright roster of colors. Create some thunder... get the NFL licensed blazer, exclusively by Curlee.
Put-together look will remain integral part of fall fashions

Well-dressed women will continue to put together their own fashion look in 1974.

Major New York designers and newspaper fashion editors agreed during a symposium at the closing of the Fall-Winter shows that do-it-yourself dressing is probably here to stay. There aren't any hard-and-fast rules what to wear or how to wear it.

What does a woman have to work with? You'll find the latest guidelines and trends explained and illustrated in Metro's Fall Fashion Supplement, shipped with the September Service.

It's a season of great classic clothes and smoking accessories - lacy blouses, fur pieces, scarves, slim dangling pendants, strands of bangles and bangle bracelets - a totally feminine fashion picture.

And, despite the much-heralded revival of dresses and skirts, pants are still very much with us.

Straight-legged trouser types, cuffed or uncuffed, are selling as well as ever. The four-piece suit - jacket, pants, shirt and skirt - is the runaway hit of the season.

The best sellers? Look at the woman get her money's worth from her wardrobe. Coordinated separates, cashmere sweaters, dressing, classic pail clots, ear-flag jackets, princess coat plus ensembles and the short, bare-everything dress.

To beat the high cost of natural fibers, manufacturers are developing synthetic look-alikes with a lower price tag.

Hats are everywhere this season - knit caps and berets by day, glamorous turbans and headbands to go with evening clothes. And most of the clothes also seem to ask for a matching, flowing scarf.

Daytime clothes look good with tie-shoes. T-straps pumps go well for dress; both sport high, thick heels and modified platform soles. Handbags are smaller, slimmer, their shapes more distinctly defined.

Clutch bags go well with shaped dresses.

Men's cloths favor the uncluttered classics with sporting details like hacking pockets, wide vents and stitched flaps. Trouser types are straight-legged and sometimes cuffed. Vests are still very popular. Grown-up fashions influence kids' wear - multi-layer looks, pants with coordinated tops, classic sweater sets.

Pretty party dresses with empire waist and ruffled trim are what the girls like most. Boys go for the Galsh look knocked down to size. Trouser, vents and height box ties are items most sought after.

Leans looks sized large

And now clothes for the forgotten woman? Stanley Yellin of Oakfield designs a big beautiful fashion collection for the large size woman for Fall '74.

All the marvelous up-to-the-minute looks that are making news this season are now headliners in Mr. Yellin's creations.

He particularly like elegant shirt suits that stress lean lines. He panel of easy jacket suits all the way down the front.

Winning fall wardrobes thrive on varied jewelry

Girls are looking pretty again wearing fashions that flatter always a success story.

Another success story is gold filled, the wear-with-jewelry accessory for fall '73.

Its winning ways combine the rich sheen of gold with the thrilling variety of texture played against colored stones.

Accent necklaces

Necklaces need both the high and the low necklace to fill in or emphasize those empty spaces.

Ropes of links or beads in a jamboree of styles do just that. So do pendants featuring everything from modern settings for oxys to supersize lockets. From modern movements showing traditional stones like smoky topaz to naturally shaped tiger's eye, jade, sapphire-framed in gold filled to follow the stone's irregular, natural shape.

The colored stones in gold filled jewelry make it a gypsy bright face and their hues are a special blend to mold with the earth tones of fall fashions.

Amethyst, peridot, rhodochrosie clustering together in chains of all lengths, in drop earrings, is a fine example of this.

Another color combination, this one night black and autumn gold, provides a bright spot of accent another unique way: with suede.

The rigid necklace is now V-shaped keep those neckkicks in their modern textures centered and flat.

Signs of the Zodiak continue to thrive all ways in gold filled; as do lockets.

Larger earrings

Earrings are larger to more effectively display their intriguing design.

Pierced earrings are immensely popular still, especially the drops and wedding bands variety.

Button styles clip on best, either as full bodied rounds or flat waters.

Novelty ideas are pinned in gold filled any number of ways.

Bangle bracelets slip on with a sweep of style power.

Thread thin or inches wide, perfectly round or delicately scalloped, polished bright, unusually textured, charmingly engraved; they glisten and on up the arm.

Rings have all of gold filled's winning ways: lovely Victorian settings, sleekly modern ones, lots of stones on display or texture and polish for interest instead.

If your flair for fashion runs high, But your finances run low...

SEW YOUR OWN

STYLES AND SAVE

...WITH QUALITY

FABRICS AND

NOTIONS FROM

Fashion Fabrics!

706 S. Illinois

Squire Shop, Ltd.
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Men's fashions reflect lifestyles, economy

By Eve Sharkett

AF Newsletters Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — Oscar Schoeffler has seen men’s fashions come and go and come again. The distinguished-looking former fashion editor of “Esquire” magazine has just finished editing a 20th Century Men’s Fashion Encyclopedia, the most complete one to date.

When Schoeffler began his career in the 1930s, he got out of school at Columbus and went to work for “Women’s Wear Daily.” He sold advertising, but was so bad at my first job that they transferred me to fashion reporting on the men’s side of the picture. It was a new concept, and it’s turned into an exciting career for me,” Schoeffler added.

Press week prototypes

Press week is the fashion forum for not only the most committed but a bevy of radio and TV women editors who come to New York to view the collections and who in turn report the current climate and how it adapts to age and figure.

The Indians are faced with a New York schedule that would cause an astern pause...there is prudence in the post-war period, a two writing periods a day which qualify as real work, during the two weeks.

Each day runs a hardy 18 hours if all the evening activities are attended.

The accord is a happy mixture—typing regions of the D.S. and distinctive to hear after a steady diet of non-accented mid-Atlantic speech or the super-glacial New Yorker.

They dress well for the occasion, showing insight into what makes them look best.

The day attire reflects the sportswear thinking of most American women today, comfy pantsuits, smart styles—but they really play a switch for evening, turning up in terrific print shirts or jump-suits.

It’s apparent they understand their homework and evaluate them thoughtfully.

They have on the whole, a wide-ranging interest beyond fashion in the sense of caring where people are going rather than just how they look getting there.

They’re knowledgeable about the economy and go on the front pages as well as their own.

When he went to Esquire, the influence of O’Casey Sam on fashion was in the fore. The War Production Board had set specifications for clothes containing wool, and wound up in a new arbiter of fashion.

They outlawed tail coats and cutaways, issued an edict that dinner jackets would be single breasted and that trousers need not have cuffs.” Schoeffler recalled.

“Shirt jackets came in and fancy silk shirts with bands on jackets went out. Narrower, unplaited trousers were in. Suits could have waistcoats only if single-breasted.”

In the post-war period, Schoeffler recalls a feeling of exuberance that was displayed in bright sportswear and gangster mood. He calls it a “bold look” era in clothing.

When I first saw Hawaiian shirts on the West Coast, I didn’t think they would ever go. They became accepted fashion in the late forties and early fifties, and now they’ve returned,” he added.

In the 1950s, people turned to smaller ties, collars and shoes for a trimmed-down look. The fashion said this was the first-time American men’s clothing was significantly affected by an international influence.

“From Rome we got silk suits, Italian neckwear, the spread collar shirt and a soft feeling. The fullers were an era of Continental fashion.” Schoeffler said.

Then the reassertion of the British look came toward the end of the fifties. Generally, our clothes sense increased as air travel grew easier. And in the Sixties, we had the first designer influence on men’s styles.

The hard armholes, the lean effect—all that came from designers.

Today’s shirts are the best

Today’s shirts are many different things. They’re constructed to match today’s more moveable man. They’re easy to wear. They inspire freedom now that the “splash revolution” is over. They’re the best of all previous generations of shirt families.

Collar styling is wide and varied. Thirty years, look for button downs and tab collars. Hemlines and FE collar bar—this year you’ll have a choice to wear them again. Unique cuff detailing—notched, water and single buttoned—mark significant differences.

They are colorful, to be sure. However, there are also plenty of stripes, two-tone, and window panes over soft patterns.

Today’s shirt feels as much at home with sweaters and bowties as it does with a pair of jeans.

Yes, shirts have literally come of age. They’ve bettered the revolutionary fifties and emerged today the best of all past efforts.

Tired of walking?

Try some bouncy sole saddles & join the BASS GANG. Walking can be fun if your shoes fit and are from

BROWN’S SHOE FIT CO. 218 S. Illinois
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Proper ironing, care refresh tired clothing

Organizing your fall clothes after they have left a summer's wear added in boxes in basements can certainly create problems. Especially if one wants to get everything organized, cleaned and prepared to pack away as you go, or as the weather says ready for fall clothes.

One of the big problems you may encounter is trying to remember what certain blouses, skirts or dresses are made of and which temperature to use to press them because fiber content will determine ironing temperature.

If your garment has a tag or label it will probably detail fiber content and that will solve the problem.

Other handy possible answers are the fabric guide on your iron or the use and care book that comes with every iron. Both can be of great help. But, if you’re not still sure, don’t guess by touch or look because today’s fabrics are too misleading.

Instead test the iron on a hidden seam or swatch of material starting with a low temperature setting. Gradually increase the temperature until the best setting for that fabric is found. And remember if it’s a fabric that is used for lining coats, put it in the lowest heat setting for all the fibers.

Two other basic tips that may help you put your fall wardrobe back in shape are an understanding of how moisture and pressure work.

You often need moisture to do the ironing job right. And naturally you’ll press more like a professional when you use a steam-pump iron rather than a dry iron and a bottle filled with water.

Steam helps get in sharp creases and smooth out wrinkles. Spray means extra moisture that can help.

In addition to steam, an innovation by General Electric, the two-level Power Spray makes your ironing control more effective. Power Spray is a fine mist of moisture, not steam and because it happens at the press of a button you don’t have to sprinkle before you iron or pump while you are ironing. Now you can just press a button and moisture spreads out ahead of the iron to increase appearance and efficiency, by flipping the fabric or from a light spray for permanent press garments. It is used on fabrics in a regular spray for heavier fabrics.

This important feature is available in General Electric SF30 Special Print and Dry irons and can be really valuable in today’s world of multiple fibers. Pressure combined with temperature and moisture are the big three factors in clothing success. And there is a difference between ironing and pressing.

Pressing is what happens when you lift the iron up and down. It’s the proper way to do the stretch fabrics, many man-made fibers and blends with special finishes. Pressing keeps things from stretching and out of shape.

Ironing is also an important part of the preparation. It’s what happens when you slide the iron back and forth with the grain of the fabric; the best way is to use smooth, long strokes.

Fake fur coats easy to make, daring to wear

Wrap up the fall fur influence with ways you can take right on your sewing machine. The long and short ideas are great ties-in to your overall fashion plans—marvelous stoles, or super-trimmed coats, snug cropped jackets.

You’re yours to create now that Viking’s sewing machine with Trimitsen copes with those thick furry pile fabrics or vinyls and leather-like fakes.

In fact, you’ll find working with those three-dimensional fabrics so easy that doing a "minx" lining for a trench coat or handmade "broadtail" collars and cuffs for a dressy coat (that’s coming back along with short cocktail dresses) is a fussy affair done by a thick cardigan sweater is a snap.

Add to the looks, you’ve already gone for you. It’s time to dare with your sewing techniques for stitching up a wickedly wonderful world of fun furs.

In fact, shining on the home sewing industry’s expanding horizon is a closer relationship between the manufacturer and the home sewer.

The fabric supplier, the specialty store, the pattern manufacturer, the sewing machine companies and the Fashion Council are working together to make sure that the home sewer gets what he wants. The best in fabric quality, best in sewing tools, hottest in fashion patterns.
U.S. women look for fashion quality

NEW YORK (AP) — American women are becoming more fashion conscious, says one woman who should know.

She is Leona Bowman, author of a fashion newsletter which has been predicting trends in what women will wear for 10 years.

"The tiny and blikle Mrs. Bowman makes two trips to European fashion showings each year and keeps an eye on American fashion the remainder of the time. Her track record is a good one. In the four years she has been chief trend spotter of her publication, "European women still have more assurance than American women, but there is a growing fashion consciousness here. Americans are finally becoming more concerned with quality; they don't buy dressing (they'll throw away in a short time.

"American women are traveling more and looking about fashion as they go," Mrs. Bowman added. Americans do travel better — they always look better. Otherwise, fashion is becoming pretty much the same all over.

"There is, for example, no one look that is American although we do have the best sportswear in the world. The things that are different around the world are fabrics, colors and the attention to detail that one finds only in European clothing," she said.

"One thing does worry the fashion prognosis, though, which has been magazine repeating in general is bad weather. I got so angry when people (said) "This is terrible. There are only four items in a show and ignore it or pass on." They keep saying fashion is dead, or they say pants are out when really they are not. Women still care what they wear. A new outfit still does much for them psychologically," Mrs. Bowman said.

From previews of fall fashion in Paris, Mrs. Bowman predicts that the boot-length longer skirt will be popular this fall.

"Manufacturers may not want it because it takes more fabric, but it is comfortable and it is a good alternative to slacks for women who prefer a skirt," she added.

"Women are going to wear what they feel looks good, no matter what a retailer says. They should have the option of making a choice."

"Mrs. Bowman says women are through with fads in clothing design and are looking for value instead. She says sweaters will be marvelous for fall, and predicts that mother of pearl buttons will be the height of style.

"New York is still very important in Europe. Women are wearing denim with their tables or Donegal jackets. And patches on the gams — some are satin appliques, some are embroidered. There are lots of denim shoes, and new kimono-sleeved jackets that wrap and tie to wear over jeans," she added.

"Lots of people are wearing denim or slacks tucked into high boots. I think we'll soon see some slacks cut like pajama bottoms to go with that look. American manufacturers disagree, but I think it will go. Every designer is influenced by Mrs. Bowman says she often gets tired of the crush at Paris showings. She thinks it's a fine hazard to pack (m)any people into such rickety showrooms."

"Her husband, a Manhattan art gallery owner, often accompanies her on the fashion trips."

"He's marvelous," Mrs. Bowman said. "He has great taste, and he's always the most popular man around."

---

Designer pushing new unisex clothing

The fashion pendulum is swinging in the other direction.

A half decade ago, headlines in women's wear meant a message: Pants, dress shirts, ties, bow ties — once strictly the man's territory was being overtaken by women.

But this year the tables have turned. The layered look, once the standard of female casual dress, is taking a turn for the male.

A top designer for Gino Paoli men's wear, Pietro Bianco, is introducing an entire new line of unisex clothing. His results are smashing.

He has teamed-up the sweater with other sweaters, cardigans, and slippers to provide a new layered look with exciting efforts at coordination of the knit lines.

Bianco is into more than knits, using combinations of knoll and acrylics to produce soft and fuzzy sweaters.

To his wonderful Italian knits, his designs are unique. Most are the pull-on variety with stretch waistbands for extra comfort and extra fashion.

...the Blum's Gang

CINDY MARTI DEBBIE JAN BARB LYNN

Blum's

Bulky sweaters and slim suits offered in this fall’s fashion lineup

“Fall fashions line up in an exciting array of new silhouettes, from the bulky sweater coats to pencil-slim skirts and suit jackets that emphasize a wider shoulder look,” reports Comey Mildred Sullivan of the New York Couture Fashion Council.

The popular, tall, slender brunette who serves as Director of the Council, works closely with the most prominent fashion designers in New York and California.

“Big shapes make news,” she declares. “You’ll see oversized versions of all-time favorites like the sweater set, the caftan, the trenchcoat and the tent.”

“Coats show big new shapes, designed to fit over everything you wear. Trenchcoats appear in men’s wear fabrics with wide sleeves and accentuated shoulders.”

The Inverness, worn over a thick sweater, has a detachable cape. Boxy wrap coats in thick fleeces and plaid have dropped shoulders and capes in solids and reversible plaids and stripes swing over anything.”

Miss Sullivan, who presents preview fashion shows to the nation’s press twice a year, promises us that “legs are back.”

“Look for the slim look in skirts that are bias-cut, or with stitched down plucks. Inverted front pleats, kick pleats and reversible wraparounds abound. Dresses, too, emphasize legs, with hemlines coming in midcalf.”

The coat dress, too, and the caftan, as well as soft matte jersey, silks or challis highlight legs through styling, drapes and length. Very much in the fashion know, Mildred Sullivan was affiliated with the beauty field before joining the Couture group.

Prior to her present post, she worked with a large New York public relations agency, helping produce the annual City American Fashion Crui's Award show, and served a stint with the famous Miss Helena Rubinstein, handling the Grouciff account. Later, at Grey Advertising Agency, she was manager of Proctor & Gamble hair products account.

It was fashion she admits, that changed her from a dowdy 38½ dress size to the chic size 10 she is today.

“When I found the largest designer clothes were size 14, my go forced me to lose weight so I could wear the smart-looking clothes I published,” she smiles. It took four years for her to drop down to her present svelte figure “from an overstuffed 137½ pounds—I love to snack!” Crash dieting, she points out, lead only to quick weight loss and even quicker weight gain. Her secret? “You have to forget that there are such things as bread, butter, potatoes, pasta, salt and sweets. And between-meal snacking is a definite no-no.”

By retraining her eating pattern with heavy emphasis on salads and vegetables, Mildred changed her whole Sadie appearance. The large gree eye grew even larger as her cheeks slimmmed down, and emphasized her unique resemblance to her favorite movie star—Joan Crawford, whom she has at time been mistaken for.

Now a fashion plate herself, she has 40 different wigs and an eviable collection of couture clothes! Mildred often appears on television and radio programs, reporting on the newest fashion trends.

Chenille pants remain a worsted staple. The waffle top jacket is paired with slim straight pants, and the newest pants are unpleated with a soft, rounded tubular shape.

In addition, there’s the stitched down front crease, cuffed pants galore, and the ever present jeans, a few jaggie pants, and the popular walking shorts.

Suits, the continues, are soft in knits, lightweight wools and soft tweeds. Again the silhouette shows top emphasis, bigger jackets above narrowed skirts.

The platform sole is still news this fall, in dress and casual shoes. The sling back replaces the clog for winter in a wide variety of styles as this display from Broaching Shoes in Murphyboro demonstrates.

Autumn
Bursts Through!

....with clothes for
the whole family in
the best name brands—
Levi Bobbie Brooks
Arron Catalina
Act III Devon
your total store
HOOKER'S
Division St. Carterville

Goldsmith's gives you a $5.00 dividend
to good appearance for Homecoming

BELOW IS A $5 CHECK WE WILL HONOR FROM OCT. 15th
THRU OCT. 27th TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF ANY SUIT,
SPORT COAT AND OUTER COAT OR LADIES PURCHASE OF
$25 OR MORE.

We have always strived to give you dividends in good ap-
pearance and now we are giving you special dividends in
value. So for your big Homecoming event, let us give you a
special dividend to good appearance.

Open Mon-Sat 10-9 Sun 1-6

811 South
Illinois
ARMS
Carbondale
Goldsmith's
& Lady Goldsmith's
101 Park
Herrin
Practically new theme of fashions

This fall, designers seem to be changing their philosophy and their garments in expression, rather than dictate their customer's wardrobe. Instead of designing one-of-a-kind classics that are only worn once and then are out-of-style, designers are moving toward more practical and less expensive styles.

Victor Casla, designer of Susy Perette states that, "Although the classics are shown everywhere and are still on designers' minds, my feeling is that the classics have just about had it. It's time to move on."

His feelings seem to typify many of the designs that are found in upcoming fall and winter collections.

Instead of the extravagant and impractical classics, Kinney's is also daring to "break down-to-earth fashions." The American woman has the hardest working wardrobe in the world, says Bob Brown, introducing Kinney's fall 1973 clothes. "She hangs clothes away for a season any more and no longer has the time to wear clothes. The woman simply adds or removes a few layers and buys another year-round outfit when she needs it."

Shannon Rodgers, who designs for Jerry Silverman, also agrees that a woman's wardrobe should be practical in the sense that it can work in different ways. Rodgers suggests coats rather than the layered look to give a wardrobe variety and seasonality.

Besides making fashions more practical and workable, designers are also on the move toward making garments more reasonable in cost. In speaking of the type of woman who wears Jerry Silverman designs, Shannon Rodgers says, "There is no insipid for our type of woman. You can be sure of is that she loves clothes but is not a fashion victim that she has a high taste but not necessarily a large pocketbook..."

This is the story this fall. Practical and inexpensive designing is catered to the woman who dresses as she wants rather than what the designers say.

ROBIN VAN Natta
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"You understand," he adds in confidence, "with her hair. She would have looked hideous. And knowing her background, she would never have had the time to get suntan lotion enough to go with a yellow suit."

But, besides keeping pale women away from yellow, Ilaici has another more pressing ambition: to open a boutique downtown.

"There are high-rise apartment buildings all around, and it's much more agreeable to have a boutique next door than to have to walk all the way to the nearest shops," he explains.

The new baggie style of costume made for soldiers in Crimean War

We've come a long way in fashion since the Crimean War, but one of the lesser outcomes of that incident in history was the development of the raglan cut—a popular shoulder style that follows the natural curve of the shoulder. Barrie Raglan, finding the proper clothing for the British troops a big problem, improvised by slitting potato sacks to cover his soldiers. Fortunately, today's men's coats using the raglan cut are a bit more stylish than their original prototypes.

"Khaiki" is the Hindu word for "dusty," which originally described the dirty, brown cloth fashioned in uniforms for the Anglo-Indian Army.

Today, men's handkerchiefs may be white, blue, or pink, but during the Napoleonic Era it was considered bad form in polite society to even mention a handkerchief much less carry one.

The origin of the bow tie is somewhat in doubt, but fashion authorities have found it dates back to the 15th Century. One theory is that gentleman of the mid-17th Century, Pushing to a point, pushed lace collars, substituted a piece of white lace around the neck, and the resulting the end from a knot tied under their chin; the time the ends got shorter until the only thing remaining was a bow with very short ends.

Baggie Break

The problem with the baggie,uffed styles in men's pants for the fall is its decided undesirability. The Men's Fashion Association advises that as a guideline, trousers should break slightly in front.

"Miss Teenage America is the best dressed girl around since PBJ by Jorell, Inc., has designed her wardrobe.

One of the most outstanding styles is this long dress, sashed & pleated, and blossoming with giant fall flowers. This and other PBJ designs can be seen at Bleyers.

HOMECOMING SPECIAL

10% OFF ANY PR. OF CUFFED PANTS IN STORE THIS WEEKEND ONLY

(when presented with this coupon)

Miss Teenage America is the best dressed girl around since PBJ by Jorell, Inc., has designed her wardrobe. One of the most outstanding styles is this long dress, sashed & pleated, and blossoming with giant fall flowers. This and other PBJ designs can be seen at Bleyers.

600 S. Illinois College Shop
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Amy Vanderbilt warns of etiquette need

By Peace Moffat
AP Newsfeatures Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — "Many people think that etiquette is old-fashioned and this is not so. There is a need for certain conventions. And no matter what circumstances or social groups people who have never thought about etiquette before do them.

While in favor of some changes in our American etiquette, Miss Vanderbilt says "I have been cautioning young people against forgetting all the conventions."

I have been getting mail from young people who were married in some fashionable fashion, and who feel cheated and want a wedding in church now," she observes. "I have to say to them that from a social viewpoint you really can't do it.

Miss Vanderbilt calls huge wedding 'awful' and says she has been investigating lately against huge showers. "Shower should be for a few intimate friends," she points out, adding that there is more interest now in having joint showers for the bride and groom. "Brides and grooms are no longer isolated from the groom," she says, "and besides, they're probably living together anyway.

The author says attitudes towards entertainment have changed too. "I don't like to see things done slapdash," she says, "but with a lack of household help, you don't have to entertain in kind any more. More and more people are having buffets, using student help or caterers."

Miss Vanderbilt says she does all she can to keep up-to-date—pointing out that having children herself, it is difficult to keep up.

"For instance," she says, "is it acceptable now for young people of opposite sexes to travel together? But she has words of caution for a couple who live together without the benefit of a marriage license, and decide to have a child. They're running counter to tradition, and eventually will come to the point where they have to come to terms with it. This will be at some point where legality is involved—such as the child entering school."

And in her book, she notes that young people who engage in premarital sex have a responsibility not to bring unwanted children into the world.

To keep up with her subject, Miss Vanderbilt says she reads all she can—intimating articles in the medical and psychiatric field. "I have great files on VD and group sex," she says laughing. "Nothing surprises me, and nothing shocks me."

---

Amy Vanderbilt

In the bright office of her 100-year-old brownstone home here, Miss Vanderbilt discussed the recently published "Amy Vanderbilt's Etiquette." A warm, unpretentious woman, she makes etiquette sound as though it can and should be a part of one's everyday life.

"I feel there's more honesty now in social intercourse, and this is good," she says. "But I think the danger is that we'll go too much the other way."

Miss Vanderbilt says she is constantly astounded at the points of etiquette people aren't aware of. "Etiquette used to be part of social folklore—things everybody was just supposed to know," she says. "But now people have to be taught—whether at their mother's knee, through observation, or painful experience.

And it isn't just a matter of kindness and consideration. All the kindsness in the world will not get you through the eating of an artichoke."

Among the common mistakes people make, this expert points out, are improper table manners—like jacking up with the fingers chicken cooked in sauce, or forgetting to wipe one's mouth before sipping a glass of wine; typing a signature on a letter instead of writing it out; women using an incorrect signature; failing to reply to kindness or a gift as promptly as possible; and thinking that violators do not use their late husband's name.

Miss Vanderbilt says 30 per cent of the questions she receives in the mail deal with weddings. "It's a time of great emotional involvement," she points out, "and News in print

In this day of fast-moving fronts in tastes and choice, only the speed, versatility and flexibility of prints can meet the challenge of spontaneous change in the demand for new colors and fresh pattern ideas, according the the American Printed Fabrics Council. Fabric printing is the modern way to interpret pattern and color in a modular way on fabric. Prints adapt to all kinds of leisure, casual and play wear. Start with the printed, tried world of fashion for Fall. You'll see printed patterns in sashket, cottons, blends, knits, spotting them in jackets, shirts, slacks, ties, and in casual suits.

---

5% Discount to SIU Students on Wedding Gowns and Bridesmaids Dresses.

Now in our casual corner you will find:

LONG DRESSES
PANT SUITS
STREET LENGTH DRESSES
SWEATERS & SHAWLS

Ruth Church Bridals
712 South Illinois Avenue
Open Monday Nights til 8:30